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iAbstratThis thesis reports on results of quantum moleular dynamis simulations ofphoto-indued strutural dynamis in nitri oxide (NO) doped solid neon (Ne). Theloal perturbation, aused by the optial exitation of the dopant moleule, propa-gates radially from the NO to the lattie atoms, in a shok-wave-like fashion. Theultrafast relaxation dynamis is studied using a purely quantum mehanial approah,based on a multidimensional shell model, with the shell radii being the dynamial vari-ables. As a onsequene of the weak anisotropy of the NO-Ne interation, the modelaounts for the main dynamial features of the rare gas solid while it implies a sig-ni�ant dimensionality redution with respet to the real ondensed phase system.The numerial propagation of the multidimensional wave paket allows the analysisof both the stati deformation of the solid due to the impurity and the dynamialresponse after femtoseond exitation. The photo-indued dynamis of solvent atomsaround the impurity entre is found to be a omplex olletive proess, whih involvesmany degrees of freedom. The proposed theoretial methodology allows to onsiderrealisti time-dependent femtoseond pulses and the e�et of the pulse duration on thegeometrial rearrangement dynamis is learly shown. The time-resolved absorptionspetra were simulated, using the pulse parameters of previous pump-probe spetro-sopi experiments, arried out with with femtoseond time-resolution. The omputedtransient signals qualitatively reprodue the experimental results, thereby enabling alear analysis of the ultrafast mehanism of the energy transfer into the solid. Theinuene of expliitly inluding dynamial orrelations in the theoretial treatment ofthe relaxation dynamis, within the Multi-Con�gurational Time-Dependent Hartree(MCTDH) sheme, was addressed. This aspet is found to be important only for er-tain degrees of freedom. The onsideration of multi-on�gurational wave funtionsdoes not appreiably modify the values of observables suh as the average shell radii,with respet to those obtained employing the time-dependent Hartree ansatz. How-ever, the inlusion of orrelations redues the degree of struturing of the alulatedpump-probe signals and improve the agreement with experimental results.
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R�esum�e de la th�ese
La ompr�ehension des propri�et�es struturelles et dynamiques des syst�emes �a nom-breux degr�es de libert�e est l'un des objetifs prinipaux de la physique de la mati�ereondens�ee. En partiulier, le progr�es des tehniques exp�erimentales de spetrosopiefemtoseonde (spetrosopie laser ultrarapide ou tehnique de pompe / sonde) a donn�elieu �a un grand nombre de r�esultats exp�erimentaux et th�eoriques qui ont permisd'am�eliorer la ompr�ehension des proessus dynamiques de syst�emes mol�eulaires entemps r�eel. La spetrosopie pompe / sonde est bas�ee sur l'utilisation d'une premi�ereimpulsion laser qui d�elenhe un r�earrangement g�eom�etrique du syst�eme mol�eulaire,tandis que la deuxi�eme impulsion, retard�ee dans le temps par rapport �a la premi�ere,est utilis�ee pour d�eteter les mouvements des noyaux atomiques �a l'�ehelle de tempsde la femtoseonde. Cette tehnique est un outil puissant qui permet d'�etudier lesm�eanismes de redistribution de l'�energie au niveau mirosopique, dans de nom-breux ph�enom�enes en physique, himie ou biologie (par exemple, l'isom�erisation dela prot�eine rhodopsine qui onstitue un proessus primaire pour la vision ) .En phase ondens�ee, les mesures spetrosopiques �a l'�ehelle de la femtoseonderenseignent sur la r�eponse dynamique ultrarapide des esp�ees mol�eulaires loalis�eesdans le voisinage d'un entre photoatif, tandis que le arat�ere marosopique dumilieu (solide, liquide, une prot�eine, et.) passe au seond plan. Par exemple, sion onsid�ere qu'une fontion biologique est, onform�ement au paradigme lassique,



2 R�ESUM�E DE LA TH�ESEune s�equene d'�ev�enements arat�eris�es par des hangements struturaux, les �etudesexp�erimentales et th�eoriques de l'�evolution temporelle de es transformations sontprimordiales pour la ompr�ehension des m�eanismes atomistiques de l'ativit�e bi-ologique. Les tehniques pompe / sonde sont partiuli�erement bien adapt�ees pour�etudier les �etats �eletroniques exit�es en phase ondens�ee, assoi�es aux propri�et�esoptiques et �eletroniques de es syst�emes. Elles o�rent la possibilit�e d'obtenir del'information spetrosopique sur le entre optiquement atif (par exemple, une im-puret�e dans un solide) et son milieu environnant, �a partir de la omparaison entre lesr�esultats des mesures spetrosopiques de la mol�eule dans les phases ondens�ees etgazeuses. Grâe aux faibles interations entre la mol�eule et son environnement, lesmatries de gaz rares ou d'hydrog�ene mol�eulaire sont sp�eialement adapt�ees pour les�etudes de spetrosopie mol�eulaire. Elles ont de nombreux avantages pour la ar-at�erisation des proessus dynamiques �a l'�ehelle de la femtoseonde: elles onstituentun milieu non polaire, himiquement inert et leurs propri�et�es �elastiques et thermody-namiques sont bien arat�eris�es. De plus, elles sont failes �a obtenir par d�epositiondirete du gaz sur un substrat froid sous vide. Il est important de remarquer queles temp�eratures tr�es basses de es �ehantillons r�eduisent onsid�erablement le nom-bre d'�etats aessibles aux mol�eules hôtes, e qui est tr�es favorable du point de vuede la mod�elisation th�eorique. Au niveau mirosopique, l'exitation �eletronique del'impuret�e par la premi�ere impulsion (la pompe) r�ee une redistribution de la densit�e�eletronique de la mol�eule, suivie par la r�eorganisation struturelle du milieu envi-ronnant. Ce prinipe est pr�esent dans toute r�eation himique en phase ondens�ee.Dans e ontexte, l'exitation onduit �a une modi�ation signi�ative de la densit�ede harge de l'impuret�e et de son interation ave le milieu environnant.Dans e ontexte, la r�eorganisation g�eom�etrique de la matrie, apr�es l'absorptiond'un photon par le entre optiquement atif, a susit�e un grand nombre d'�etudes,



3tout th�eoriques qu'exp�erimentales [1{12℄, en partiulier sur les dihalog�enes (Cl2, Br2,I2, F2 et ClF) dans une matrie d'argon [1, 2, 13℄. Dans es syst�emes, beauoup deph�enom�enes int�eressants, ont pu être �eluid�es, omme par exemple le mouvementoh�erent des atomes de gaz rares qui entourent l'impuret�e, ou le d�ephasage des vi-brations et de l'inversion ultrarapide du spin de la mol�eule [14℄. D'autres �etudesr�esolues en temps ont �et�e r�ealis�ees ave la molule de NO en matries de gaz rares [3{5℄ou d'hydrog�ene. Pour les atomes de gaz rares l�egers, omme le Ne, ou pour des ma-tries d'hydrog�ene mol�eulaire, la r�eponse dynamique montre des e�ets quantiquesplus pronon�es. La �gure 1 montre un sh�ema du solide ave l'impuret�e au entre etles paquets d'onde nul�eaires assoi�es �a l'impuret�e et �a haun des atomes du solide:

Figure 1: Sh�ema de solides lassiques et quantiques. Cerles gris obsurs : les atomes dusolide. Cerles gris lairs : l'impuret�e. Lignes ontinues : les fontions d'onde nul�eairesstationnaires de haque atome du solide. Lignes disontinues : la fontion d'onde nul�eairede l'impuret�e. Lignes pointill�ees : les fontions d'onde nul�eaires au bout d'un temps tapr�es l'exitation de l'impuret�e. Le solide est onsid�er�e lassique si les fontions d'ondestationnaires de haque onstituant ne se reouvrent pas, et quantique si elles se reou-vrent. Dans un solide dont les propri�et�es d'�equilibre peuvent être d�erites lassiquement,des e�ets quantiques pronon�es peuvent toutefois être pr�esents si, omme ons�equene dela dynamique d�elenh�ee par l'exitation loale, les fontions d'onde d�ependantes du tempsse reouvrent au ours du temps.Le syst�eme se omportera lassiquement si les paquets d'ondes des onstituantsne se reouvrent pas. Dans le as ontraire, des e�ets quantiques se manifesteront.Ce reouvrement peut être toujours pr�esent, ou bien l'exitation loale de l'impuret�e



4 R�ESUM�E DE LA TH�ESEpeut induire un �elargissement des paquets d'ondes nul�eaires des atomes environnantsdans le temps et mener ainsi �a un reouvrement dynamique.Les �etudes dans le domaine temporel dans des syst�emes quantiques omportantbeauoup de degr�es de libert�e repr�esentent un d�e� onsid�erable du point de vueth�eorique. Parmi es travaux, on peut iter des �etudes sur la relaxation struturaledans les solides des gaz rares et d'hydrog�ene mol�eulaire [3,15℄. Ces travaux ont �et�eompl�et�es par des �etudes exp�erimentales et par des simulations ave des m�ethodes dedynamique mol�eulaire lassique (DMC).A ause de l'amplitude signi�ative des mouvements de point z�ero, le solide deNe onstitue un syst�eme mod�ele pour l'�etude de l'inuene des e�ets quantiques surles m�eanismes fondamentaux de restruturation g�eom�etrique et sur la dissipationd'�energie assoi�ee �a e proessus.Dans le travail de th�ese pr�esent�e, nous �etudions la restruturation d'une matrieryog�enique de Ne provoqu�ee par l'exitation �eletronique d'une impuret�e ( mol�eulede NO). Par une m�ethode purement quantique, e proessus est analys�e en d�etail etdes spetres pompe-sonde sont simul�es, pour pouvoir les omparer diretement avedes r�esultats exp�erimentaux [3℄.L'impuret�e s�eletionn�ee poss�ede trois propri�et�es fondamentales:1. la mol�eule NO remplae un Ne du solide, don elle n'a�ete pas de mani�ereimportante les propri�et�es struturales du solide dans son �etat fondamental;2. elle interagit fortement ave son environnement quand elle est photoexit�ee versson premier �etat de Rydberg. Dans et �etat, le nuage �eletronique de NO et lesorbitales de ouhe ferm�ee de ses plus prohes voisins se reouvrent spatialementdans le ristal, e qui m�ene �a un d�eplaement radial tr�es pronon�e de es atomes;



53. e mouvement est exp�erimentalement aessible par spetrosopie d'absorptiondynamique �a partir de l'�etat exit�e, e qui nous permet de omparer diretementles mod�elisations present�ees ii ave des donn�ees experimentales.Du point de vue th�eorique, omme l'exitation initiale et la d�etetion impliquentdes proessus mol�eulaires olletifs, les mod�elisations th�eoriques de es ph�enom�enessont fondamentales pour l'interpr�etation des r�esultats exp�erimentaux. Alors que pourles syst�emes atomiques ou mol�eulaires simples le traitement th�eorique peut o�rirdes r�esultats tr�es pr�eis, dans les as dans lesquels un grand nombre d'atomes sontimpliqu�es, la mod�elisation th�eorique de la dynamique quantique loin de l'�equilibre etl'interpr�etation des signaux exp�erimentaux onstituent un d�e� onsid�erable. Dans leontexte de la spetrosopie de pompe / sonde, la omplexit�e vient non seulement dugrand nombre de degr�es de libert�e impliqu�es, mais aussi de la vari�et�e des interationsintermol�eulaires mises en jeu et de l'interation du syst�eme ave des hamps externes.Dans es derni�eres ann�ees, les tehniques bas�ees sur les int�egrales de hemin dela m�eanique quantique et les m�ethodes de r�esolution de l'�equation de Shr�odingerd�ependante du temps pour des syst�emes �a haute dimensionnalit�e, omme la m�ethodede Hartree Multion�gurationnel D�ependant du Temps (MCTDH, d'apr�es ses initialesen anglais) [16,17℄, ont permis des avanements signi�atifs. La limitation fondamen-tale de es m�ethodes est la roissane rapide de son oût de alul ave l'augmentationdu nombre de degr�es de libert�e. En partiulier, ave les ressoures informatiquesatuelles, la desription quantique de la dynamique de milliers d'atomes est enorehors de port�ee. C'est pourquoi, malgr�e le progr�es des m�ethodes quantiques, les simu-lations par dynamique mol�eulaire lassique onstituent enore un outil tr�es utilis�epour les �etudes de proessus dynamiques en phase ondens�ee [1,4,6,7℄. Conform�ementaux lois de la m�eanique lassique, la modi�ation de l'�etat dynamique du syst�emeest loale dans les variables de l'espae de phases. Cette arat�eristique implique un



6 R�ESUM�E DE LA TH�ESEavantage onsid�erable en e qui onerne les apait�es d'alloation de m�emoire et detemps de alul requis pour int�egrer num�eriquement les �equations du mouvement,par rapport �a la solution du probl�eme quantique orrespondant. Cependant, le om-portement de syst�emes marosopiques o�u les e�ets quantiques sont pr�esents ne peutpas être d�erit orretement par un traitement purement lassique [15℄.La pr�esente th�ese est onsar�ee �a l'�etude des propri�et�es struturales et �a la r�eorganisationg�eom�etrique du solide de Ne, omme ons�equene de la photoexitation �eletroniqued'une impuret�e de NO. Pour pouvoir r�ealiser un traitement purement quantiqued'un syst�eme ave autant de degr�es de libert�e, un mod�ele de dimensionnalit�e r�eduites'impose. Grâe �a la faible anisotropie de l'interation NO-Ne dans l'�etat exit�e [18℄,le mouvement prinipal des atomes de Ne autour du NO est essentiellement une ex-pansion radiale, qui a �et�e appel�ee "formation d'une bulle �eletronique" [5, 11℄. Bas�essur ette propri�et�e, nous avons onstruit un mod�ele de ouhes multidimensionnel,o�u les rayons des ouhes onstituent les variables dynamiques. De ette fa�on il estpossible de r�ealiser le traitement quantique expliite de la dynamique de beauoupde partiules, et d'examiner les propri�et�es statiques et dynamiques de e syst�eme.Les ontributions prinipales de ette th�ese sont les suivantes:1. Le d�eveloppement d'une m�ethodologie pour la simulation num�erique des pro-pri�et�es d'�equilibre et des proessus dynamiques dans des syst�emes quantiques enphase ondens�ee. Jusqu'�a pr�esent, l'�etude quantitative de ph�enom�enes d�ependantsdu temps dans e type de syst�emes �etait limit�ee �a des extensions semilassiquesde simulations lassiques. Ces derni�eres ne peuvent pas toujours reproduire leomportement de syst�emes ave des e�ets quantiques pronon�es.2. L'identi�ation des m�eanismes primaires et seondaires de redistribution versles degr�es de libert�e de la matrie de n�eon de l'�energie d�epos�ee par le laser



7pendant l'exitation �eletronique d'une mol�eule de NO,3. L'�evaluation des e�ets de dur�ee �nie et de forme de l'impulsion laser sur ladynamique de matries de Ne dop�ees ave NO, ainsi que des e�ets d'interf�erenedu paquet d'ondes vibrationnel form�e �a partir de l'exitation de la mol�eule. Cesph�enom�enes ne peuvent pas être d�erits ave des simulations lassiques.4. L'�evaluation de l'importane des orr�elations dynamiques et de leur inuenesur l'�evolution temporelle du paquet d'ondes multidimensionnel qui d�erit lesolide de Ne.De fa�on ompl�ementaire aux travaux pr�esent�es ii, d'autres approhes ont �et�epropos�ees, ave l'objetif d'inorporer les e�ets de la d�eloalisation quantique despartiules dans les simulations lassiques. Par exemple, dans l'approhe propos�e parBergsma, l'e�et de l'�energie de point z�ero des atomes du solide est inorpor�e au moyend'une temp�erature e�etive, d�eriv�ee de l'approximation harmonique des osillationsdu r�eseau [19, 20℄. D'autres travaux proposent de onsid�erer des paquets d'ondeGaussiens au lieu de partiules pontuelles [21℄. Ave la restrition de largeurs �xes,ette approhe est formellement �equivalente �a l'emploi de potentiels e�etifs dans lessimulations lassiques, obtenus �a partir de la onvolution du potentiel d'interationentre les partiules ave la fontion Gaussienne. Ces deux m�ethodes, l'introdutiond'une temp�erature ou les potentiels e�etifs, sont approximatives par nature et ne peu-vent pas tenir ompte des e�ets de d�eloalisation pronon�e et des e�ets de orr�elationquantiques. Les tehniques de simulation bas�ees sur le formalisme d'int�egrales dehemin sont, d'autre part, limit�ees au alul de propri�et�es d'�equilibre. Une autre lim-itation importante des m�ethodes semilassiques est que le proess d'exitation doitêtre onsider�e omme instantan�e, e qui n'est pas toujours le as dans des exp�erienesr�ealistes.



8 R�ESUM�E DE LA TH�ESEDans e ontexte sienti�que, la question prinipale est:Quelle est l'inuene du arat�ere quantique du solide de n�eon et de la dur�ee �niede l'impulsion laser sur la r�eponse dynamique de la matrie apr�es photoexitation dela mol�eule de NO ?L'hypoth�ese fondamentale de e travail est que l'inlusion des e�ets quan-tiques, par la solution num�erique de l'�equation de Shr�odinger multidimensionnelled�ependante du temps, donne une desription �able de la dynamique de relaxationg�eom�etrique des matries de n�eon dop�ees ave NO, et permet de reproduire th�eoriquementles spetres dynamiques d'absorption mesur�es exp�erimentalement.L'objetif g�en�eral de la th�ese pr�esent�ee est l'�etude de l'inuene des e�ets ded�eloalisation et de orr�elation quantiques entre les di��erents degr�es de libert�e, et dela forme expliite de l'impulsion laser sur la r�eponse dynamique de la matrie.Les objetifs sp�ei�ques de la th�ese sont :1. Etudier les arat�eristiques du mouvement des atomes de Ne qui d�eterminentles modi�ations struturales prinipales induites par la transition �eletroniquede l'impuret�e, et les m�eanismes de redistribution de l'�energie d�epos�ee par lelaser d'exitation.2. Evaluer l'inuene de la forme de l'impulsion exitatrie sur l'�evolution tem-porelle du paquet d'ondes vibrationnel.3. Mod�eliser les spetres d'absorption dynamiques et les omparer ave les donn�eesexp�erimentales, et �etudier l'inuene des param�etres des impulsions4. Etudier l'e�et des orr�elations dynamiques entre di��erents degr�es de libert�e surles observables alul�ees.



9La th�ese omporte sept hapitres : Introdution, Carat�eristiques du solide deN�eon, La mol�eule de NO, Exp�erienes de pompe / sonde et dynamique de relaxationdu solide de Ne dop�e ave une impuret�e de NO,M�ethodologie, R�esultats et Disussion,Conlusions et Reommandations, ave les ontenus suivants:Dans le Chapitre 1, Introdution, sont d�erits la motivation de e travail et lesobjetifs prinipaux.Le Chapitre 2, Carat�eristiques du solide du N�eon, est d�edi�e �a l'introdutiondes arat�eristiques g�en�erales du solide de Ne, ainsi que ses propri�et�es physiques etstruturelles, et les partiularit�es de sa spetrosopie �eletronique.Dans le Chapitre 3, La mol�eule de NO, ertaines des propri�et�es de la mol�eulede NO dans les phases gazeuse et ondens�ee en matrie de Ne sont pr�esent�ees; prin-ipalement les propri�et�es qui d�eterminent la r�eponse dynamique de la matrie apr�esla photoexitation de NO.Dans le Chapitre 4, Exp�erienes de pompe / sonde et dynamique de relaxationdu solide de Ne dop�e ave une impuret�e de NO, nous d�erivons sommairement lesexp�erienes de spetrosopie pompe / sonde dans le domaine temporel du syst�eme NOen matrie de Ne, et ses arat�eristiques prinipales, omme la mesure de l'�evolutiontemporelle de l'expansion de la avit�e.Dans le Chapitre 5, M�ethodologie, le mod�ele de ouhes developp�e est pr�esent�eave la onstrution de la surfae de potentiel orrespondante. En plus, la m�ethodeMCTDH utilis�ee dans la r�esolution num�erique de l'�equation de Shr�odinger d�ependantest detaill�ee.Dans le Chapitre 6, R�esultats et disussion, sont disut�es et analys�es en d�etail lesr�esultats obtenus pour les propri�et�es stationnaires, omme par exemple les d�eformationsstatiques dues �a la pr�esene de l'impuret�e et les spetres d'absorption et d'�emissionr�esolus en energie. Ensuite, les propri�et�es dynamiques, omme la densit�e r�eduite le



10 R�ESUM�E DE LA TH�ESElong de haque degr�e de libert�e, les m�eanismes prinipaux de dissipation de l'�energiedans le solide et les spetres d'absorption dynamique sont present�es. En partiulier,les e�ets des impulsions de dur�ee �nie et des orr�elations quantiques sur toutes esobservables forment un point entral de e hapitre.Le Chapitre 7, Conlusions et reommandations, ontient les onlusions prini-pales de e travail. La th�ese termine ave une analyse des perspetives imm�ediates dee travail, sp�eialement onsar�ee �a la possibilit�e d'�etendre l'�etude �a d'autres solidesquantiques, omme par exemple le p�H2.ConlusionsEn utilisant un mod�ele radial de ouhes, nous avons pu mod�eliser la r�eponseg�eom�etrique d'une matrie de Ne dop�ee ave une mol�eule de NO, apr�es la photoex-itation de l'impuret�e, par deux m�ethodes purements quantiques. L'un est bas�eesur l'approhe de Hartree d�ependante du temps et l'autre est la m�ethode de Hartreemulti-on�gurationnel d�ependant du temps. Il s'agit d'une �etude bas�ee sur la solu-tion direte de l'�equation de Shr�odinger multidimensionnelle pour un syst�eme ave 80degr�es de libert�e, orrespondant �a 4192 atomes restreints �a bouger le long de la dire-tion radiale, en onservant une desription r�ealiste des interations intermol�eulaires.Les onlusions prinipales de ette �etude sont les suivantes :1. La restruturation de la matrie est un ph�enom�ene multidimensionnel, ar-at�eris�e par l'expansion initiale de la premi�ere ouhe de voisins de l'impuret�e(appel�e "bulle �eletronique") et par une orr�elation signi�ative entre les di��erentsdegr�es de libert�e du solide. Par ons�equent, les modi�ations dans la on�g-uration du syst�eme ne d�ependent pas d'une mani�ere monotone du rayon desouhes, mais montrent lairement une d�eformation le long des axes pr�ef�erentiels,(l'axe 110), d�e�nis par l'impuret�e entrale et les atomes de la premi�ere ouhe



11de voisins. L'estimation de la vitesse de propagation de la perturbation indiquequ'elle poss�ede les arat�eristiques d'une onde de ho.2. Deux m�eanismes prinipaux de dissipation de l'�energie peuvent être distingu�es:les ollisions diretes entre les atomes des ouhes qui forment l'axe ristallo-graphique prinipal, et les ollisions lat�erales de es atomes ave eux qui sontpla�es en dehors de l'axe (110). Ces derni�eres forment un "bain" vers lequell'�energie, se propageant long de l'axe prinipal, est dissip�ee. Il est importantde souligner que e bain n'est pas form�e par des atomes lointains, mais parles atomes qui se trouvent pla�es dans des positions d�efavorables par rapport�a l'impuret�e. Nous avons trouv�e que 0.55 eV sont d�epos�es dans le bain par lem�eanisme de dissipation mentionn�e i-dessus, en parfait aord ave la valeurexp�erimentale [3℄.3. La forme de l'impulsion exitatrie a une inuene signi�ative sur l'�evolutiontemporelle du paquet d'ondes form�e pendant l'exitation. En utilisant lesparam�etres de l'exp�eriene [3{5, 15℄, nous avons trouv�e que la dur�ee �nie del'impulsion (280 fs) provoque des e�ets d'interf�erenes quantiques de la fontiond'onde d�erivant la dynamique de la premi�ere ouhe. Cei est dû au fait quele temps d'expansion de la premi�ere ouhe est du même ordre de grandeur quela dur�ee de l'impulsion.4. Les spetres pompe / sonde mod�elis�es par l'approhe de Hartree d�ependante dutemps reproduisent qualitativement les r�esultats exp�erimentaux, en montrantlairement la formation ultrarapide de la bulle apr�es la photoexitation, sa on-tration apr�es environ 1 ps, et la dynamique de relaxation post�erieure, due auouplage ave d'autres degr�es de libert�e. Cependant, la ontration de la bullen'est pas un reul simple de la premi�ere ouhe, mais une r�eponse olletive de



12 R�ESUM�E DE LA TH�ESEla matrie qui implique un grand nombre d'atomes environnants.5. L'inuene des orr�elations dynamiques sur la relaxation du syst�eme a �et�e�eluid�ee par omparaison des r�esultats de la propagation num�erique du pa-quet d'ondes multion�gurationnel ave eux obtenus par l'approhe de Hartree.Qualitativement, l'approhe de hamp moyen (Hartree) donne une desrip-tion orrete de la majorit�e des observables pendant l'�evolution dynamique dusyst�eme. Le transfert d'�energie dans le solide, ainsi que les d�eplaements desatomes voisins, sont onvenablement d�erits dans l'approhe Hartree depen-dante du temps. Cependant, des strutures plus d�etaill�ees de la forme de ladistribution des partiules dans l'espae de on�gurations, omme par exem-ple les fontions de distribution radiale, montrent lairement les inuenes desorr�elations quantiques. En partiulier, le degr�e deoh�erene vibrationnelle dupaquet d'ondes multion�gurationnel est beauoup plus petit que dans le as dela m�ethode de TDH. L'approhe de hamp moyen onduit �a des mouvementsosillatoires pronon�es de la largeur de la densit�e radiale, qui sont pratique-ment absents dans les r�esultats obtenus par la fontion d'onde orr�el�ee. Cettearat�eristique du mouvement est aussi visible dans ertaines quantit�es direte-ment mesurables, omme les signaux pompe / sonde. En g�en�eral, l'inlusiondes orr�elations dans le traitement th�eorique onduit �a un lissage des spe-tres, ave des pro�ls moins strutur�es. En r�esumant, on peut onlure que lesorr�elations dynamiques diminuent signi�ativement la oh�erene vibrationnellequi apparâ�t dans les r�esultats obtenus par la m�ethode Hartree dependante dutemps.Perspetives futuresEn e qui onerne l'extension de la m�ethodologie developp�ee, plusieurs diretions



13pour des travaux futurs peuvent être onsid�er�ees:1. L'inlusion de l'anisotropie du potentiel impuret�e - gaz rare. La densit�e �eletroniquequi d�etermine les interations NO(X, A)-Ne est l�eg�erement anisotrope. L'e�etde et anisotropie [18,22℄ dans notre syst�eme pourrait être �evalu�e en divisant lesouhes les plus a�et�ees et en traitant haun de es sous-groupes de mani�ereind�ependante dans la dynamique. Cette approhe permettrait d'�etendre emod�ele au-del�a de l'approhe purement radiale, bien que sa possibilit�e d'appliation,en partiulier la quantit�e de subdivisions qu'il est possible d'introduire, seralimit�ee par l'augmentation du nombre de degr�es de libert�e .2. L'emploi de m�ethodes approximatives alternatives. Dans ertains as, il peutêtre onvenable de reourir �a des traitements approximatifs [23, 24℄, omme lam�ethode de la Dynamique Moyenn�ee de Point Z�ero (ZPAD, par ses initiales enanglais) [25℄. Malgr�e son arat�ere approximatif, ette m�ethode pourrait êtreutilis�ee pour simuler la quantit�e d'atomes impliqu�es dans e proessus. Destravaux dans ette diretion sont atuellement en ours.D'autre part, le mod�ele radial d�evelopp�e dans ette th�ese peut être appliqu�ediretement �a l'�etude d'autres solides ave un omportement quantique pronon�e,omme les matries de para-hydrog�ene, dont la relaxation struturale photoinduite a�et�e l'objet d'�etudes exp�erimentales et th�eoriques [3{5, 15℄.Sur la base des r�esultats obtenus dans e travail de th�ese, la m�ethode de Hartreedependante du temps peut devenir la m�ethode la plus prometteuse, ar pour un e�ortnum�erique important, mais faisable, elle peut fournir des r�esultats qualitativementorrets. La mod�elisation de la dynamique en temps r�eel des solides �a fort arat�erequantique, omme le p�H2, pourrait ainsi devenir r�ealit�e dans un futur prohe.



14 R�ESUM�E DE LA TH�ESE



Chapter 1
Introdution
Understanding the strutural and dynamial properties of many-body systems is oneof the primary goals of ondensed matter physis. Espeially, the progress of theexperimental tehniques known as femtoseond spetrosopy (also named as ultra-fast laser or pump-probe spetrosopy) has stimulated, during the last deades, alarge number of experimental and theoretial investigations devoted to gain a deeperinsight in fundamental dynamial proesses in moleular systems. In pump-probe set-ups, a �rst laser pulse triggers the dynamial rearrangement of the system, whereasa seond, time-delayed pulse is used to monitor the motion of atomi nulei in thefemtoseond time sale [26℄. This tehnique onstitutes a powerful tool to investigate,at a mirosopi level, the mehanisms of energy redistribution in moleular media,relevant for many phenomena in physis, hemistry and biology (for example, theisomerization of the protein rhodopsin as the primary step of visual image detetionby fotoreeptor ells in the retina [27℄). These studies provide a di�erent perspetive,from whih the traditional frontiers among these �elds beome di�use. In ondensedphase, femtoseond measurements are sensitive to the ultrafast dynamial response ofthe moleular speies loalized around a enter seletively ativated by a light pulse,



16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONwhile the marosopi harater of the medium (solid, liquid, protein, et.) reedesin the bakground. For example, if a biologial funtion is regarded, aording tothe lassial paradigm, as a sequene of events haraterized by strutural hanges,hene the experimental and theoretial studies whih address the time evolution ofsuh transformations onstitute privileged approahes to omprehend the basi meh-anisms of biologial ativity [26, 28℄.Pump-probe tehniques are espeially valuable for the investigation of exited ele-troni states in ondensed phase, assoiated to the optial and eletroni properties ofsuh systems [29{31℄. In the ase of an impurity embedded in a solid, this tool o�ersthe opportunity to get spetrosopi information from both the hromophore and thesurrounding medium, via the omparison between the spetrosopi measurements ingas and ondensed phases. Due to the weak interation with guest moleules and tothe transpareny of the solid within the ultraviolet spetral range, rare gas matriesare espeially amenable for moleular spetrosopy studies [32{38℄. Furthermore, raregas solids present several advantages for the haraterization of dynamial proessessine the provide a non-polar environment, hemially inert, with well-de�ned phys-ial properties. In fat, rare gas and para-hydrogen rystals are struturally stablematries, with well-known elasti and thermodynami properties. [39{42℄. Addition-ally, they an be obtained, in a high vauum environment, via diret deposition ofthe orresponding gas on a old substrate. It is worth to notie that the ryogenionditions under whih these samples are kept, minimize the density of states aes-sible to guest moleules, thereby reduing the omplexity of the system under study,espeially from the theoretial point of view.In partiular, on�gurational rearrangements of the matrix, upon photon absorp-tion by the hromophore, have been intensively studied. The interest on this proesshas been stimulated by its ubiquity and its inherent omplexity, sine it involve the



17many-body response of the medium to the photo-exitation. At a mirosopi level,the eletroni exitation of the impurity by an eletromagneti pulse, ause a redistri-bution of the eletron density of the moleule. The latter is followed by the struturalreorganization of the surrounding medium. This basi mehanism is expeted to bepresent in any hemial reation in the ondensed phase. Photo-exitation of Ryd-berg states and photo-ionization are espeially interesting, sine in those proesses aneletron is promoted to an eletroni state haraterized by a main quantum numberwhih is di�erent from that of the initial state. In this way, the eletroni transi-tion leads to a marked modi�ation of the harge density of the impurity and of itsinteration with the medium in whih is embedded.Doped rare gas solids and lusters has been widely used as model systems to studyphoto-indued geometrial rearrangements in many-body systems [1{15,23,37,43{59℄.Spei�ally, dihalogens (Cl2, Br2, I2, F2 y ClF) in solid argon has been extensivelystudied, from both theoretial and experimental points of view [1,2,13,14,37,44{46℄.The time-domain studies arried out on suh systems have revealed many interestingphenomena suh as the oherent motion, upon photo-exitation, of the rare gas atomsaround the impurity [34,45,48{50℄, the dephasing of moleule vibrations [47,48℄, or theultrafast spin-ip [14, 44, 51℄. Additionally, several pump-probe experiments on NOdoped rare gas [3{5,53{55℄ and para-hydrogen [5,6,56{59℄ solids have been arried out,stimulated by the spetrosopi properties of the �rst Rydberg state of the impurity(similar to those of the n = 1 exiton in pure rare gas solids). The majority of thesestudies were performed in argon matries. However, when moving to solids formedby lighter rare gas atoms (Ne) or even to moleular hydrogen (para-H2), the indueddynamis is expeted to exhibit more pronouned quantum e�ets.As a onsequene of both the signi�ant amplitude of the zero-point motions andthe low-temperature regime, solid Ne onstitutes a model system to investigate the



18 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONinuene of quantum e�ets on the fundamental mehanisms of large-sale on�gura-tional rearrangements and on the energy dissipation assoiated to this restruturing.In our study, we investigate the strutural reorganization upon eletroni exitationof a impurity, the nitri oxide moleule (NO), and we ompare the results of our quan-tum simulations with those of pump-probe experiments arried out in this system.The impurity hosen as moleular probe exhibits three important properties [3℄:1. the moleule oupies a substitutional site in the solid Ne, so, when the impurityis in its ground eletroni state, its presene does not appreiably a�et theequilibrium properties of the solid;2. it interats strongly with the surrounding rystal after being photo-exited: inits �rst Rydberg state, A, the eletron density of the moleule partially overlapswith the losed shell orbitals of its nearest neighbours in the solid, triggering apronouned radial displaement of these atoms;3. it provides an experimental observable whih is very sensitive to the on�gura-tion of the loal environment, that is, the medium response is diretly observed,instead of being indiretly inferred from some intramoleular properties. Theuoresene of the A state allows to perform diret, bakground free, mea-surements of the intensity of the interation between the impurity and thesurrounding medium.From the theoretial point of view, sine both the initial exitation as well as thedetetion involve olletive moleular proesses, the theoretial modelling of this phe-nomenon is important for the interpretation of experimental results. While for atomior simple moleular systems the theoretial treatment an provide very aurate re-sults, in the ase where a large number of atoms is involved, the theoretial modellingof the quantum dynamis far from equilibrium and the interpretation of experimental



19signals remain as remarkable hallenges for ontemporary moleular physis [25,60℄.In the ontext of pump-probe spetrosopy, the omplexity lies not only in the largenumber of degrees of freedom, but also in the variety of intermoleular interationsand in the interation of the system with external �elds.To our knowledge, dynamial time-resolved studies of ultrafast phenomena inquantum many-body systems are very sare in the literature. Among the investi-gations arried out so far, the studies about oherene e�ets on the surfae of largeHe lusters [61℄, the bubble state formation around Rydberg exited He�2 dimersin liquid helium [62℄ and the strutural relaxation of rare gas and normal-hydrogensolids [3, 15℄ must be highlighted. These works have been omplemented by a muhlarger number of spetrosopi studies in the frequeny domain [32, 63{67℄ and om-puter simulations [68{72℄.In reent years, the tehniques based on the path integral formulation of quantummehanis [73{75℄ and the methods of resolution of the time-dependent Shr�odingerequation for many-body systems, suh as the multion�gurational time-dependentHartree (MCTDH) approah [16, 17, 76, 77℄, have experiened a signi�ant progress.The main limitation of these methods is the fast inrease of their omputational ostas the number of degrees of freedom of the system, or the number of on�gurations,gets larger. In partiular, with the omputational resoures available nowadays, thequantum desription of the dynamis of thousands of atoms is still out of reah. There-fore, in spite of the ontinuous development of these quantum approahes, lassialmoleular dynamis (MD) simulations still onstitute the standard tool for the studyof dynamial proesses in ondensed phase, owing to the high omputational ost ofthe more sophistiated simulation methods [1, 4, 6, 7, 14, 23, 46, 50℄. The modi�ationof the dynamial state of the system in phase spae, aording to the laws of lassialmehanis, is loal. This loal harater implies a tremendous saving of both the



20 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONmemory alloation and alulation time requirements for the numerial integrationof the equations of motion, ompared to the solution of the orresponding quantumproblem. However, the behaviour of marosopi systems where quantum e�ets arepresent an not be orretly desribed by a purely lassial treatment [15, 59, 60℄.Beause of the omplexity of the rigorous quantum treatment of systems withmany degrees of freedom, many approximations have been proposed in the past, withthe aim to inorporate quantum deloalization e�ets into MD simulations. That isthe ase of the Bergsma's approximation, whih inorporates the e�et of zero-pointenergy on rystal site osillations through an e�etive temperature. The latter isderived using a harmoni approximation of lattie vibrations [19,20℄. Several authorshave onsidered Gaussian wave pakets instead of point partiles [21,25,78℄. If all thewave pakets are onstrained to have the same width, the proedure is equivalent toemploying an e�etive potential, obtained via onvolution of the interation potentialwith the orresponding Gaussian, in otherwise lassial simulations. Both approahes,the introdution of an e�etive temperature or potential, are approximated by natureand an not aount for strong quantum deloalization or orrelation e�ets. Onthe other hand, the simulation tehniques based on the path integral formalism arelimited to the alulation of equilibrium properties. Those fators ondition theabsene of rigorous evaluations of the role played by quantum e�ets in dynamialproesses in ondensed phase, and pose the question about what is the magnitudeof suh e�ets in the photo-indued strutural relaxation of nitri oxide doped neonmatries. An additional limitation of semilassial methods is that, to simulate theexitation proess, it is neessary to assume that the light pulse is extremely short,so the eletroni transition an be regarded as instantaneous. This feature limits thepossibility to simulate the time-dependent experimental signals.As stated above, the present thesis fouses in the study of the strutural prop-



21erties and of the geometrial reorganization of solid Ne, as a onsequene of theeletroni photo-exitation of a NO impurity. To arry out a fully quantum mehan-ial treatment of a system with so many degrees of freedom, we introdue a redueddimensionality model. Due to the weak anisotropy of the NO-Ne interation in theexited state [18, 22℄, the primordial motion of the Ne atoms around the NO is, es-sentially, a radial expansion, whih has been termed "bubble formation" [5, 11, 53℄.Based on this property, we onstrut a multidimensional shell model, with the shellradii being the dynamial variables. In this way, we an treat expliitly the quantummany-body dynamis and to examine the stati as well as the dynamial propertiesof the target system.The main goal of this work is the study of the dynamial response of a neonmatrix to the photo-exitation of a nitri oxide impurity to its �rst Rydberg state.The spei� aims of the thesis are:1. To larify the harateristis of the motion of Ne atoms, whih determine themain strutural modi�ations indued by the eletroni transition, and themehanisms of the exess energy redistribution into the lattie.2. To evaluate the inuene of the form of the pump laser pulse on the timeevolution of the vibrational wave paket.3. Employing the pulse parameters whih reprodue the form of the exitation andprobe pulses used in previous experiments, to simulate the transient spetraand to investigate the relationship between these pump-probe signals and theinstantaneous on�guration of the system.4. To evaluate the e�et of dynamial orrelations on the wave paket propagationand on the omputed observables.



22 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONIn this work, as a ontribution to theoretial modelling and simulation of time-dependent phenomena in quantum ondensed phase systems, the following novel re-sults are presented:1. The development of a methodology whih allows the numerial simulation ofthe equilibrium properties and of the dynamial proesses in ondensed phase,thereby overoming the limitations of quantitative studies of time-dependentphenomena in those systems, based on semilassial extensions of the lassialMD method.2. The identi�ation of the primary and seondary mehanisms of redistribution,among the di�erent degrees of freedom of the neon matrix, of the exess energydeposited by the laser during the eletroni exitation of a NO moleule to its�rst Rydberg state.3. The evaluation of the inuene of both the �nite width and the form of thelaser pulse on the dynamis of NO doped Ne matries, as well as the interferenee�ets of the vibrational wave paket formed after the exitation of the moleule.These phenomena an not be desribed by lassial simulations.4. The evaluation of the role of dynamial orrelations and their e�et on the timeevolution of the multidimensional wave paket used to desribe the Ne solid.The thesis is divided in seven hapters: Introdution, Physial properties of solidneon, Nitri oxide moleule, Pump-probe experiments on the strutural relaxation dy-namis of NO doped solid Ne, Methodology, Results and disussion, Conlusions andReommendations, the hapters being organized as follows:In Chapter 1, Introdution, the motivation and the main objetives of this workare desribed.



23In Chapter 2, Physial properties of solid neon, is devoted to introdue the gen-eral harateristis of the neon rystals, suh as the physial and strutural properties,as well as the most signi�ant features of the eletroni espetrosopy of the pure solid.In Chapter 3, Nitri oxide moleule, some properties of NO moleules in the gasphase and embedded in a Ne solid are presented, with emphasis in those whih de-termine the dynamial response of the matrix to the photo-exitation of the diatomimoleule to its �rst Rydberg state.In Chapter 4, Pump-probe experiments on the strutural relaxation dynamis ofNO doped solid Ne, time-resolved pump-probe experiments of a NO moleule em-bedded in a Ne matrix, and the measurement of the bubble or avity expansion, aredesribed in brief.In Chapter 5, Methodology, the shell model, the onstrution of the potentialenergy surfae of the system, the MCTDH sheme used in the numerial resolution ofthe time-dependent Shr�odinger equation and observables alulation are introdued.In Chapter 6, Results and disussion, the results obtained for the stationaryproperties of the system, suh as the stati deformations due to the presene of theimpurity and the absorption and emission spetra, are analysed in detail. Calulateddynamial properties, as the redued densities along eah degree of freedom, theprinipal mehanisms of energy dissipation into the solid, the pump-probe spetra,the e�ets of the �nite pump pulse width and of dynamial orrelations, among others,are also disussed in this hapter.Finally, in Chapter 7, Conlusions and Reommendations, the main onlusionsof this work are presented. The thesis �nishes with an outlook, espeially onerningthe possibility to extent the present study to other quantum solids suh as p�H2.



24 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION



Chapter 2
Physial properties of solid neon
Solid neon presents interesting properties whih emanate from the light mass of itsatomi onstituents, ompared to the rest of noble gases, and from the weakness ofthe interatomi Ne-Ne interations. In the present hapter, the main harateristisof the neon rystal and its importane as a model system are presented, fousing inthe quantum harater of this solid.
2.1 Strutural and physial properties of solid NeRare gas solids have been intensively studied during last deades form both experi-mental and theoretial points of view. They onstitute ideal solvents for the inves-tigation of moleular phenomena, sine they are hemially inert and their strutureand thermodynami properties are well haraterized in a wide range of pressures andtemperatures.Rare gas atoms, and Ne in partiular, present losed shell eletroni strutures.As a onsequene, the ohesive fores in the solid, of the van der Waals type, arevery weak and the spherial eletron distribution of the rare gas atoms in the gas



26 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID NEONphase is approximately onserved in the matrix. This harateristi of the interationbetween the atoms, ause the rare gases to rystallize adopting a fae-entred ubi(f...) struture. In the ase of neon, the onservation of the spherial symmetryof the eletron loud in the ondensed phase, an be understood also in terms of thelow polarizability of the Ne atoms (�2.7 a.u.3). The shallowness of the interatomipotential also auses the freezing of rare gas systems to our only at ryogenitemperatures (the triple point temperature of neon is 24.5 K). As a onsequene ofthe low temperature regime, the equilibrium properties of solid neon are determinedby the vibrational ground state of the system. Furthermore, the low temperaturesalso lead to the redution of the density of states aessible to the moleules immersedin these medium, thereby failitating its study.van der Waals interations are long range fores between the indued dipoles ofthe atoms. In the ase of rare gases, the interatomi interation is usually representedby a potential energy urve of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) type, whih ontains both re-pulsive (whih dominates for small interatomi distanes) and attrative (long-range)ontributions: VLJ(r) = 4� ���r �12 � ��r �6� ; (2.1)where � is the well depth, � is a harateristi length sale whih roughly orrespondsto the size of the interating atoms (� is equal to the separation between the atomsfor whih the potential (2.1) vanishes) and r is the interpartile distane. For therare gas atoms, � is of the order of 0.01 eV. In pratie, the parameters � and � areommonly obtained from the �tting of the thermodynami properties, taken fromthe experiment, of the orresponding substanes or of ab initio alulated interationenergies. In the latter ase, these energies orrespond to the eigenvalues of the ele-



2.1. STRUCTURAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID NE 27troni Hamiltonian, evaluated within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, whihdepend parametrially on the separation between the atomi nulei. Spei�ally, forthe neon solid, �=3.084 meV and �=5.257 a.u. [79℄.

Figure 2.1: Ne-Ne interation potential. rNe�Ne represents the separation between theNe atoms. The dark blue vertial line indiates the equilibrium distane between nearestneighbours in the rystal (5.91 a.u.).In Figure 2.1 the Ne � Ne interation potential employed in this work [79℄ isrepresented. Although more sophistiated forms of the interation potential have beendeveloped, the orrespondene between the experimental data and the simulationsperformed using these alternative forms is not signi�antly better than the resultsobtained with the Lennard-Jones potential, exept for the rare gas solids at very highpressures. Sine the phenomenon investigated in this thesis take plae in matriesprodued by diret deposition of the gas in high vauum environments, i.e., at zeroexternal pressure, it is not neessary to onsider three-body ontributions to theinteration among Ne atoms.Some of the strutural properties of solid Ne are shown in Table 2.1:



28 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID NEONTable 2.1: Strutural properties of solid NeR0 d �Ne mNe ED8.37 a.u. 5.91 a.u. 1.507 g/m3 20.179 u.m.a. 6.45 meVwhere R0 is the lattie onstant, d is the nearest neighbour distane, �Ne is the massdensity of the rystal, mNe is the mass of Ne atoms and ED is Debye's energy. InFigure 2.2 it an be observed that ED onstitutes, in fat, the maximum frequenyof lattie vibrations. In this graph, it is shown the dependene of the normal modeenergies of the system, on the redued wave vetors R0k=2�. The normal modesfrequenies are obtained from theoretial alulations and inelasti neutron satteringmeasurements [80℄.

Figure 2.2: Dispersion relations !(~k) for the solid Ne.At zero pressure p = 0, the dependene of the strutural harateristis of solidneon as funtion of temperature is relatively weak. For example, the relative inre-ment of the lattie onstant, with respet to its value at T=4 K, is of 0.03% at T=8 K,0.18% at T=12 K and 0.95% at T=20 K [79℄.



2.2. QUANTUM EFFECTS AND ANHARMONICITY 292.2 Quantum e�ets and anharmoniityAlthough most of rare gas matries an be regarded as lassial systems, this hypoth-esis is not valid for the lighter rare gases, He and Ne. The Ne solid has been entredthe attention of many ondensed phase studies beause, being omposed by atomsof intermediate mass, it allows a deeper understanding of the role played by quan-tum e�ets via the omparison with other systems whih exhibit a more pronounedlassial or quantum behaviour.The quantum harater of the system an be de�ned using the parameters of theLennard-Jones potential. Taking into aount the funtional form of this interationpotential (2.1), it is easy to verify that V (�) = 0 and V (Req) = ��, where Reqorresponds to the minimum of the potential. Assuming that the potential energysurfae of the system an be obtained as a superposition of the ontributions due tothe interation between eah pair of partiles, the Hamiltonian of the solid an berewritten in dimensionless form:H� = �12�2Xi r�i 2 +Xi>j V �(R�ij) : (2.2)The supersript � indiates that the distanes and energies are expressed, respetively,in units of � and �: H� = H=�, R�ij = Rij=�. The de Boer parameter,� = ~�(m � �)1=2 ; (2.3)where m is the atom mass, provides a quantitative estimation of the importane ofquantum e�ets in ondensed phase, at T = 0. Roughly speaking, this parameterevaluates the spread of the wave funtion of a single atom, with respet to the har-ateristi length sale of the on�nement potential. For � � 1, the system behaves



30 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID NEONlassially, and quantum e�ets beome more notieable as the value of � gets larger.For the di�erent rare gas and para-H2 solids, the values taken by the de Boer quan-tum parameter are: 0.398 (He), 0.274 (para-H2), 0.095 (Ne), 0.030 (Ar), 0.017 (Kr),0.010 (Xe). In the ase of Ne, this parameter is nearly three times larger than theorresponding value for Ar.The quantum harater of solid Ne is also evidened by the fat that its bulkmodulus, B(l)0 = 75�=�3, alulated lassially, does not oinide with the experi-mental value reported for this magnitude. The deviation between the theoretial andexperimental values of B0 is of 60 % for Ne, 20 % for Ar and it is essentially zerofor the heavier rare gases, Kr and Xe. This dependene on the mass of the atomssuggest that the disrepany between the theoretial and experimental values owes tozero-point energy e�ets, whih are disregarded in the above alulation. This is anexample of the systemati deviation of the thermodynami properties of neon fromthe law of orresponding states. The latter is based on the predition, by lassialstatistial mehanis, that all substanes, whose onstituents interat aording tothe law �V (r=�), should have the same equation of state, if properly resaled. Thedeviation of neon properties, with respet to the heavier rare gas atoms, has beenexperimentally established and it is attributed to quantum e�ets.Quantum orretions to neon properties lead, for example, to the redution by1.4 K of its triple point temperature, indiating that suh e�ets are important inthe whole range of temperatures orresponding to the solid phase. Furthermore,quantum e�ets modify the ritial pressure, volume and temperature of the liquid-gas transition, but the ritial exponents alulated lassially remain unhanged.On the other hand, the average kineti energy per atom in solid neon at T=0 K is,in temperature units, of 41.5 K [81℄. This is a lear indiator of the magnitude ofzero-point energy e�ets in the rystal. As a onsequene of this energy value, the



2.2. QUANTUM EFFECTS AND ANHARMONICITY 31Table 2.2: Wave vetors ~k, transversal (T) or longitudinal (L) haraters and energies ~!of some lattie phonons with lowest and highest frequenies in solid neon. The energies~!0, alulated within the harmoni approximation, are also inluded.~k (2�=R0) Car�ater ~! (meV) ~!0 (meV)(1/5,0,0) T 1.41 1.22(1/5,1/5,0) T1 1.34 1.24(1/5,1/5,1/5) T 1.85 1.66(1/5,0,0) L 1.95 1.70(1/5,1/5,0) T2 2.00 1.72(1,0,0) T 4.67 3.94(1,0,0) L 6.98 5.51mean square displaement of a Ne atom, about its equilibrium position in the lattie,reahes 9.1% of the nearest neighbours distane. For the H2, D2 and Ar solids, atT = 0 K, suh ratio take the values 18%, 14% and 5%, respetively.Due to the signi�ant amplitude of zero-point motions, anharmoni e�ets alsoplay an important role in solid Ne [79℄, [81℄. In Table 2.2, the energies of some ofthe vibrational modes with the lowest and the highest vibrational frequenies arelisted. The magnitude of anharmoni ontributions an be assessed by omparingthe energies alulated taking into aount (~!) and negleting (~!0) their inueneon lattie osillations [79℄. It an be seen, that the phonon frequenies omputedwithin the harmoni approximation underestimate those obtained onsidering thefull potential. The di�erenes vary between 7% and 21% of the highest value.It is worth to notie, that with respet to anharmoniity, the Ne rystal alsoonstitutes an intermediate system between para-hydrogen and the rest of rare gassolids. The strutural properties of solids as, for example, the lattie onstant R0,are ontinuous funtions of �. For lassial solids (� � 1), the nearest-neighbourdistane approahes the equilibrium separation of the Ne�Ne interatomi potential,while for larger values of �, for systems of light atoms or moleules, the lattie on-stant inreases to minimize the energy of the solid. If d = R0=p2 exeeds the value



32 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID NEONorresponding to the inetion point of the potential (d > Rx, where V 00LJ(Rx) = 0),as it happens for the p�H2 solid [41℄, the frequenies of some harmoni modes anbeome imaginary and the results of the normal mode deomposition beome inad-equate to desribe the vibrational properties of the solid. The presene of normalmodes with imaginary frequenies implies that the equilibrium on�guration of thesolid is unstable in the harmoni approximation. In Figure 2.1, it an be seen thatfor the neon solid, nearest neighbour atoms are separated by a distane d whih isonly slightly larger than the equilibrium distane Req of the Ne�Ne potential.
Previous studies on the relaxation dynamis of pure and NO doped neon solids, in-orporated the e�et of zero-point energy on rystal site osillations into lassial MDsimulations through an e�etive temperature TB. The latter was obtained by equat-ing the diagonal elements of the quantum density matrix of a harmoni osillator,evaluated at the physial temperature T , to the lassial distribution orrespondingto this potential, in thermodynami equilibrium at the temperature TB. As an illus-trative example, the e�etive temperature used to mimi the zero-point energy e�etsin the neon solid at the experimental onditions (T= 4 K), is above the fusion pointof the rystal [4,7,20℄. The possibility to inorporate anharmoni ontributions in thederivation of the e�etive temperature was explored in Ref. [20℄. The new quantumorretion is based on an analytial expression for the density matrix of an isotropianharmoni osillator, onsidering the fourth power of the displaement, with respetto the equilibrium position, as a perturbation:U(r) = m2 !2r2 + gr4 (2.4)The resulting expressions for the new e�etive temperature Tl, the osillation fre-



2.2. QUANTUM EFFECTS AND ANHARMONICITY 33queny ! and the anharmoniity onstant gTl = TB1 + 3gkTB(m!2)2 tanh2 � ~!kT � ; TB = ~!2k �tanh� ~!2kT ���1 (2.5)! = "8�mXs NsR2s � �Rs�6(22� �Rs�6 � 5)#1=2 (2.6)g = 28�5 Xs NsR4s � �Rs�6(143� �Rs�6 � 10) (2.7)show that the e�etive temperature TB, evaluated within the harmoni approxima-tion, is always larger than the value at whih the lassial and quantum distributionsbeome similar. In the previous set of equations, Ns is the number of partiles ineah oordination shell, whih is labelled by the index s and it is formed by all atomsloated at the distane Rs from a lattie site whih is hosen as the origin. Sineg � � and ! �p�=m, it an be seen that the anharmoni orretion to the e�etivetemperature is proportional to 1=� (equation (2.5)), while the inuene of the har-ateristi length of the interation potential, �, is ontained in the sums in formulas(2.6) and (2.7). Therefore, the overestimation of the e�etive temperature is diretlyrelated to the main features of the interatomi potential energy urve, being morerelevant in the ase of the more weakly bound systems.The results of the lassial MD simulations of NO doped neon matries havebeen revised, taking into aount this improved representation of zero-point energye�ets [7℄. In Table 2.3, the alulated entroids and widths of the stationary ab-sorption and emission bands, orresponding to the transitions between the eletroniground state and the �rst Rydberg state of NO in a Ne matrix, are reported.It an be observed that the new quantum orretion improve the orrespondenebetween the simulations and the experimental spetrosopi results. Nevertheless,in spite of the use of impurity-rare gas interation potentials �tted to reprodue the



34 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID NEONTable 2.3: Mean values (< E >) and widths (�E) of the absorption and emission bands,alulated via MD simulations arried out at the e�etive temperatures derived using theharmoni approximation (TB) and its extension to the ase of anharmoni potentials (Tl).Numbers in parenthesis indiate deviations (given in perentage) with respet to the orre-sponding experimental values. Absorption< E > (eV) �E (eV)Exp. 6.439 0.153TB 6.447 0.191 (24.8%)Tl 6.440 0.136 (11.1%)Emission< E > (eV) �E (eV)Exp. 5.646 0.068TB 5.677 0.050 (26.5%)Tl 5.666 0.061 (10.3%)measured ondensed phase spetra [4℄, appreiable deviations, between the empirialbands widths and the theoretially alulate values, still persist. Suh di�erenesshow that it is not possible to reprodue the dynamial properties of solid neon usingsemilassial approahes, pointing to the importane of applying a rigorous quantumtreatment of the photoindued strutural relaxation in this system.
2.3 Eletroni bubble formation in eletroniallyexited solid neonRare gas atoms form weakly bound van der Waals solids, where the individual on-stituents retain their atomi harater. The �rst eletroni transition of the rare gassolids lies in the ultraviolet spetral range, sine the energy required is above 8 eV.This transition orresponds to the exitation np6 ! np5(n + 1)s of one atom toits lowest energy Rydberg state, forming what is known as the n = 1 Frenkel exi-ton [82,83℄. The Rydberg states of atoms and moleules, orresponding to small values



2.3. ELECTRONIC BUBBLE FORMATION IN ELECTRONICALLY EXCITEDSOLID NEON 35of the main quantum number, are haraterized by radii of the eletroni orbitals ofthe same order than the nearest neighbour distane in the rare gas rystals. Hene,the exitation of this eletroni state auses a strong eletrostati repulsion on theneighbouring atoms, due to the overlap of the Rydberg orbital with the losed shellspeies that surround the exited entre, and it indues a substantial reorganizationof the lattie around the n = 1 exiton.The stationary eletroni spetrosopy (both absorption and uoresene) of theneon solid has been extensively studied [82, 84{92℄. In this ase, the formation ofn = 1 Frenkel atomi exitons orresponds to the exitation 3p6 ! 3p54s of the �rstRydberg state of the neon atom. As a onsequene of the strong repulsion betweenthe Rydberg eletron and the losed shell surrounding atoms, the absorption bandpresents a pronouned blue shift, with respet to the orresponding spetral line in thegas phase [82{92℄. This interation indues the relaxation of the avity around theexitation entre towards a new equilibrium on�guration, from where uoresenetakes plae. The large Stokes shift, i.e., the separation between the entroids ofthe absorption and emission bands, indiates that a large sale reorganization of thelattie ours in the viinity of the exited speies [82, 84{86℄. The basi mehanismonsists in the outwards displaement of the surrounding atoms from the optiallyativated entre, leading to the formation of a avity around it (eletroni bubble).This relaxation proess has been theoretially investigated, employing analytialmethods [93,94℄ as well as simulations based on minimization proedures [2,89,95,96℄.In both ases, the key hypothesis is that the deformation possesses radial harater.Those alulations on�rm that the lattie expands onsiderably around the exitedneon atom: the �rst oordination shell is displaed by approximately 1.9-2.3 a.u.,whih orresponds to an inrease of 30-37% with respet to its original radius.On the other hand, the role played by quantum e�ets in the real-time energy



36 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID NEONredistribution mehanisms, assoiated to the restruturing of the solid around theexited Ne, remains unlear. This is due to the inherent limitations of the lassialMD simulations, whih onstitute the most extended tool for the desription of thestrutural dynamis of ondensed matter. Albeit suh methods have been suessfullyapplied to the desription of the photoindued dynamis of moleules embedded insome rare gas solids [1, 2, 55, 97℄ and lusters [98{100℄, they are restrited to mediawhere zero-point utuations are negligible with respet to typial intermoleulardistanes. Moreover, time-resolved experiments of the ultrafast lattie relaxationaround the n = 1 exiton are presently out of reah, sine it is not possible to aessto exiton's energies (�16.85 eV) with the nowadays femtoseond laser tehnology.Additionally, for this proess, the de�nition of suitable observation windows for theprobe lasers beomes problemati. As will be disussed in the next hapter, thespetrosopi harateristis of the �rst Rydberg state of the NO moleule are similarto those of the n = 1 Frenkel exiton in solid neon, while it presents the advantageof being aessible by the modern pump-probe tehnology.



Chapter 3
Nitri oxide moleule
The study of the physial and hemial properties of the nitri oxide moleule, NO,in biologial environments is a problem of great interest, beause this moleule ispresent and plays an important role in many proesses in the atmosphere and inthe physiology of animals and plants. Initially pointed out as a anerous agent, adangerous element for the ozone shell and a preursor of aid rain, investigationsarried out in reent years suggest that NO have an ative role in the funtioning ofthe human brain, the nervous terminals, the arteries, the immune system, the leaver,the panreas and the uterus. In spite of being a simple moleule, the NO has multipleappliations related to, for example, human health (as a blood vessel dilator and in thetreatment of lung hypertension), in the agriulture (as a omponent of fertilizers) andin the hemial industry (as an intermediate ompound in the synthesis of ammonia).NO is one of the elements of the nitrogen yle in earth's atmosphere [101℄ and it isintimately related to the metabolism of plants (as antioxidant, regulator of the genetiexpression, et.). In 1998, the Nobel Prize of Mediine and Physiology was awarded toRobert F. Furhgott, Louis J. Ignarro and Ferid Murad, beause of their disoveriesonerning the role of nitrogen oxide as a signaling moleule in the ardiovasular



38 CHAPTER 3. NITRIC OXIDE MOLECULEsystem.Rare gas matries provide an ideal host for the study of the moleular proper-ties of NO and its interation with the surroundings. Furthermore, these matriesonstitute, due to their physial properties and the nature of their interations, thesimplest model of a biologial system. The study of the NO moleule is relevant,not only beause of its importane in biologial proesses, but also beause the phe-nomenology assoiated to the exitation of its �rst Rydberg state, in neon matries,is very similar to that of the n = 1 Frenkel exiton in the pure solid. Additionally,this Rydberg state posses the harateristi of being spetrosopially aessible. Inthe following setions, the main properties of NO in the gas phase and the essentialfeatures of the proess of formation of the eletroni bubble, in Ne matries dopedwith this impurity, will be desribed.
3.1 Eletroni states of NONitri oxide is a highly reative open shell moleule. It has 15 eletrons, 8 omingfrom the oxygen atom and 7 from nitrogen, distributed among the moleular orbitals.The eletroni struture of the moleule orresponds to [43℄:(1sO�)2(1sN�)2(2sO�)2(2sN�)2(2pO�)2(2p�)4(2pN�)1 : (3.1)Its high reativity is determined by the single eletron that oupies the antibondingorbital 2pN�. In the exited valene states, the antibonding 2p� orbital is populated,ausing a stronger repulsion between the atomi nulei. The exitation of thesevalene states does not provoke the variation of the main quantum number n, sothe dimensions of the eletroni loud of the moleule does not su�er onsiderable



3.1. ELECTRONIC STATES OF NO 39hanges. Contrary to valene states, in the proess of exitation of the �rst Rydbergstate, the orbital 2p� beomes unoupied and the eletron goes to the orbital 3s�,favouring the attrative interation fores. In this ase, the internulear distane issmaller than for the ground eletroni state, X, beause the antibonding orbital isempty. On the other hand, the size of the eletroni loud of the moleule inreases,due to the hange of the main quantum number, proportionally to n2 [44℄.

Figure 3.1: Potential energy urves of the Rydberg and valene states of the NO moleulein the gas phase. Thik lines orrespond to the Rydberg states. It an be observed, thatthese states are pratially parallel and that they have similar equilibrium radii. The bonddistanes of Rydberg states are smaller than the equilibrium radius of the ground state, X.All the Rydberg states of NO have potential energy urves whih are pratiallyparallel among them. This feature implies that these states exhibit similar osillationfrequenies and they have almost the same equilibrium distane between nulei. InFigure 3.1, the potential energy urves of Rydberg and valene states of NO areillustrated. On the other hand, the eletroni struture of these orbitals is shown inFigure 3.2.The energies of Rydberg states an be expressed as funtion of the ionization



40 CHAPTER 3. NITRIC OXIDE MOLECULE

Figure 3.2: Diagrammati representation of the eletroni struture of the moleular or-bitals of NO. The notation nl�� denotes the antibonding orbitals.potential, Eion (9.26 eV), and the Rydberg onstant, R (13.6 eV): En = Eion� R(n�Æn)2 .The magnitude Æn, known as \quantum defet", is a parameter that desribes to whatextent the Rydberg eletron penetrates into the eletron loud orresponding to theinner shells of the moleule. As this value gets larger, there will be a more signi�antpenetration of the Rydberg orbital, so the positive ioni ore will exert a strongerattration on this eletron. The average radius of the eletroni orbital orrespondingto eah state an be alulated using the expression [45℄hrelei = 12[3(n� Æn)2 � l(l � 1)℄a0 (3.2)where a0 is the Bohr radius.In Table 3.1, some of the moleular onstants of NO in the gas phase are shown.It is important to notie, that for the �rst Rydberg state, A2�+, both the quantum



3.2. NO DOPED NE MATRICES: MODEL SYSTEM TO STUDY THEFORMATION OF ELECTRONIC BUBBLES 41Table 3.1: Moleular onstants of NO in the gas phase. E00 is the energy di�erene withrespet to the ground state, Re is the equilibrium distane between the nulei, Æ is thequantum defet and hrelei is the average radius of the orbital.State nl� E00 Re Æ hreletr:i[eV℄ [a.u.℄ [a.u.℄X2� 2p� - 2.175 0.786 1.32A2�+ 3s� 5.465 2.009 1.104 5.48C2� 3p� 6.478 2.007 0.782 -D2�+ 3p� 6.593 2.005 0.735 -E2�+ 4s� 7.531 2.016 1.186 12.09B2�+ 2p 5.692 2.677 - -b4�� 2p 5.72 - - -a4� 2p 4.68 2.674 - -defet and the average radius of the orbital are relatively large. The average radiusof the Rydberg eletron, 5.48 a.u., is omparable to the distane between nearestneighbours in the neon rystal (5.91 a.u.). This harateristi beomes relevant inthe ase that NO oupies a substitutional site in a Ne rystal, and the moleule isexited to its �rst Rydberg state, A2�+, sine it an be expeted that the interationbetween the moleule with the loseby Ne atoms will be purely repulsive, leading tothe formation of a eletroni bubble. In the following setion this phenomenon willbe desribed.
3.2 NO dopedNe matries: model system to studythe formation of eletroni bubblesThe spetrosopi properties (spetral shifts, widths of the absorption and emissionbands and Stokes shift) of the �rst Rydberg state of nitri oxide are very lose tothose of the n = 1 exiton in pure Ne solid. These properties an also be interpretedin terms of the model of eletroni bubble formation [6,45,59℄. Furthermore, sine the



42 CHAPTER 3. NITRIC OXIDE MOLECULEexitation energy of the moleule is onsiderably smaller than that of lattie exitons,the transition to the Rydberg state leads to a purely strutural relaxation of thematrix, avoiding the additional omplexity due to the probability of the exiton totransit between atomi entres.Among the wide variety of possible moleular targets, the �rst Rydberg state(A2�+) of NO in Ne rystals is very amenable for femtoseond spetrosopy exper-iments [1, 2, 43{46, 102℄. This state possesses two fundamental harateristis whihmake it very attrative: the dimensions of the eletroni orbital are similar to thenearest neighbour distane in the rystal, and the deay time of the state is of approx-imately 200 ns, �ve orders of magnitude larger than the time that takes the system toreorganize itself and to reah the new equilibrium positions in the exited state. Tomake the �rst of this harateristis more striking, in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 the eletrondensities of NO in this state are shown, for the free moleule and for the moleuleembedded in an argon matrix, respetively [103℄.

Figure 3.3: Eletron density orresponding to the Rydberg orbital A of NO in the gasphase. It an be seen that the exited state is almost spherially symmetri. The distanesalong both Cartesian axes are expressed in �A.In these graphs, it is observed that the Rydberg orbital of NO is strongly per-turbed for the presene of the matrix and a strong repulsive interation haraterizesthe zones oupied by Ar atoms. In the ase of solid Ne, these phenomenon is even
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Figure 3.4: Eletron density orresponding to the Rydberg orbital A of NO embedded inan argon matrix. It an be seen that the presene of the loseby rare gas atoms in the matrixsigni�antly perturbs this orbital. The distanes along both Cartesian axes are expressedin �A.more pronouned, sine in this matrix the atoms are loated loser to eah other (thedensity of solid Ne is the largest among the rare gas rystals).On the other hand, the relaxation dynamis of NO doped neon matries uponoptial exitation of the �rst Rydberg state of the moleule, leads to the formationof a spherial miroavity, similar to those reported by both theoretial studies aswell as stationary spetrosopy experiments on exited neon atoms in neon matries[82,83℄ and on neutral atoms (alkaline-earth and alkaline atoms) in liquids [104{109℄.The hypothesis of a radial motion of the atoms near the impurity is reasonable, sinethe 3s� orbital of the A state onserves, to a large extent, its spherial symmetry. InFigure 3.5 it an be observed, that the potential energy surfae orresponding to theexited state of the NO(A)�Ne triatomi omplex is pratially isotropi.The mehanism of formation of an eletroni bubble is shown shematially inFigure 3.6. The exitation of NO onsists in promoting the unpaired eletron to theRydberg orbital, A. Pauli repulsion fores between this eletron and the eletronilouds of the atoms in the �rst oordination shell in the Ne matrix, pushes thoseatoms away from the impurity entre, leading to the formation of a spherial avity.The reorganization of the atomi nulei is aompanied by a asade of non radiative
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Figure 3.5: Potential energy surfae of the NO �Ne omplex, orresponding to the �rstRydberg state of nitri oxide. It is observed that this interation potential approximatelypossesses spherial symmetry [18℄.relaxation events, whih our in a time sale (of the order of pioseonds) muhsmaller than the deay time of the Rydberg state to the ground or valene states.One the expanded shell reah its new equilibrium position, the system stays in theA eletroni state for a few hundreds of nanoseonds. After this time interval havepassed, the system returns to its eletroni ground state. It is worth to notie, that thetransition to the eletroni ground state takes plae from the equilibrium position ofthe matrix orresponding to the A state of the moleule. Finally, after the uoresenehave ourred, the avity ontrats bak to its initial on�guration.The eletroni bubble model has been applied to the interpretation of the proessof strutural relaxation, triggered by the exitation of the A state of aNO impurity, inrare gas matries (suh as argon, neon, hydrogen and deuterium) [3{5,7,15,52,53,56{
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Figure 3.6: Shemati representation of the mehanism of bubble formation. Step I: Exi-tation of NO to its �rst Rydberg state. Step II: Dynamis and formation of the eletronibubble and reahing of the new equilibrium. Step III: Fluoresene to the ground state ofNO. Step IV: Vibrational relaxation in the eletroni ground state towards the equilibriumon�guration.59℄. These studies have foused on the desription of the stationary spetrosopy andthe modelling, using lassial MD simulations, of these systems. However, a rigorousquantum treatment of the nulear dynamis, in matries where quantum deloaliza-tion e�ets are important, is still laking. For suh matries, the orrespondenebetween theoretial and experimental results and, as a onsequene, the validationof the mehanism of bubble formation, are limited by the approximate nature of themethodologies of simulation employed so far. Moreover, the impossibility to take intoaount expliitly, in MD simulations, the time dependene of the laser pulses, pre-vents to establish the relationship between the experimental transients (e.g., transientabsorption spetra) and the mirosopi motion of the atoms.In this thesis, the dynamis of this relaxation proess is investigated, via thenumerial resolution of the time-dependent Shr�odinger equation, using a shell model



46 CHAPTER 3. NITRIC OXIDE MOLECULEwhih enables a signi�ant redution of the number of dimensions of the Hilbert spaeof the real system.



Chapter 4
Pump-probe experiments on thestrutural relaxation dynamis ofNO doped solid Ne
This hapter o�ers an overview of the appliation of femtoseond spetrosopy to theinvestigation of solid Ne doped with a nitri oxide moleule. The �rst setion makesa brief survey of the fundamentals of pump-probe tehniques. In the seond setion,the time-domain and stationary spetrosopi experiments on the exited states of aNO moleule in solid Ne, simulated in this work, are desribed.4.1 Fundamentals of femtoseond spetrosopy:pump-probe tehniqueThe insertion of small onentrations of moleular speies in a solid or a liquid on-stitutes a very useful proedure to study the interations between these speies andthe surrounding media. The solute moleule an be seleted in suh a way, that



48 CHAPTER 4. PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTS ON THE STRUCTURALRELAXATION DYNAMICS OF NO DOPED SOLID NEits optial absorption band does not interfere with that of the solvent. This featureallows to aess the eletroni levels of the moleule, thus obtaining truly loal infor-mation. Although in this ase it is only possible to measure the optial absorption ofthe moleule, the energies of its eletroni states reet the inuene of the solventmedia.The eletrostati or dispersion interations between the impurity and its environ-ment provoke energy shifts with respet to the eletroni energy levels in the gasphase. These interations an hange the geometry of the guest moleule, leadingto an additional shift of its eletroni states. The inuene of the media is revealednot only in the displaement of the absorption spetral line of the impurity with re-spet to the gas phase, but also in the broadening of this line due to the ouplingbetween the eletroni states of the impurity and the lattie phonons. Therefore, themeasurement of the transition energies between the eletroni states of an embeddedmoleule in a ondensed phase material onstitutes a valuable experimental tool. Itprovides information about the interation between the impurity and the surround-ing media through, for instane, the broadening of the spetral lines, and also aboutthe dynamial proesses taking plae around the impurity, that an be inferred fromthe study of the spetral shift between the entroids of the absorption and emissionbands.The traditional spetrosopy is based on the use of an eletromagneti wave trainthat an be regarded as in�nitely long. These monoromati waves trigger elemen-tary exitations of the system with very well de�ned energies. Due to this feature,this tehnique is known as frequeny-resolved spetrosopy. On the other hand, infemtoseond spetrosopy set-ups, the eletromagneti �eld interats with the sampleduring time intervals muh shorter than the time-sale of the proess under study.As a onsequene, the eletromagneti pulse ontains a �nite, but relatively large



4.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF FEMTOSECOND SPECTROSCOPY:PUMP-PROBE TECHNIQUE 49frequeny range. The pulse ation is very loalised in time, allowing to follow and toregister atomi motions (whih has typial veloities of around 1 km/s) of the orderof 2 a.u., if a pulse with time-resolution of around 100 fs (i.e., the average time oneatom needs to over 2 a.u.) is used. The novel tehniques of ultrafast laser pulse gen-eration have enable the diret exploration of proesses ourring within suh spatialand temporal sales.The pump-probe experimental tehnique was born around the year 1950, whenthe �rst studies at the miroseond time sale were reported. In suh experiments,the photolysis indued by intense light bursts was studied [110,111℄. The light reatedradials in the sample and, using another light pulse, the spetra of these radials werereorded. With the aid of these pioneering experiments, it was possible to observeintermediate relatively stable moleular speies. Shortly after the onstrution ofthe �rst ruby laser, the generation of eletromagneti pulses of very short durationand great intensity beame aessible. In 1961, the time-width of the lasers ahievedthe order of nanoseonds [112℄ and of pioseonds in 1966 [113℄. In 1987, the �rstfemtoseond laser was obtained with a width of 6 fs [114℄. After the introdutionof the solid-state Ti-sapphire lasers in 1991, the generation of femtoseond pulsesbeame a standard laboratory tool to study moleular spetrosopy [102℄. In 1999,the Nobel prize in hemistry was awarded to the Amerian sientist, born in Egypt,Prof. Ahmed H. Zewail, for his ontribution to the �eld of femtoseond spetrosopyand its appliation to the hemial reations in ondensed phase. In Figure 4.1 theharateristi time-sales of some fundamental proesses in physis, hemistry andbiology, are shown.In order to study the moleular proesses ourring in femtoseond time-sales, itis neessary to ontrol the relative time delay between the pump and probe events.To this aim, the pump and probe pulses are produed synhronously. Afterwards,
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Figure 4.1: Charateristi time-sales of moleular proesses in physis, hemistry andbiology (given in seonds). Taken from Ref. [115℄.the seond pulse is delayed with respet to the �rst one by foring the probe laser totravel aross a path of variable optial length. The �nite veloity of propagation ofthe light tradues this optial path into a di�erene between the arrival times of bothpulses to the sample. For instane, if the probe pulse travels an additional distaneof 1 �m, this is equivalent to a delay of 3.3 fs with respet to the pump pulse. Thesheme of Figure 4.2 illustrates a typial femtoseond experimental set-up: the �rst(pump) pulse arrives to the sample and photo-exites the impurity or the optiallyative entre, and triggers the dynamial reorganization of the surrounding media.The seond (probe) pulse arrives to the sample, delayed in time with respet to theformer, and indues a transition to a higher exited state. In this way it is possible tomeasure the transferred population by observing the uoresene of the latter state.The uoresene indued by the seond pulse was the �rst probe method used,but alternative tehniques suh as mass spetrosopy and non-linear optis were in-orporated later. At present, a large number of di�erent probe methods oexist and
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Figure 4.2: Pump-probe experiment sheme. Taken from Ref. [115℄.novel tehniques are ontinuously developed, the Coulombi explosion (used for thedetetion of transition states) being one of the most reent ones.Depending on the spaing between the system energy levels, two di�erent se-narios are possible: if the di�erene between two onseutive energy levels of themoleular target are muh larger than the energy spread of the probe laser photons,then only one of these eigenstates will be exited, assuming a resonant laser frequeny.On the ontrary, if the interval of photon energies is larger than the spaing betweenthe levels, the laser pulse will indue the reation of a vibrational wavepaket, as aresult of the oherent superposition of the stationary states of the moleular target.The superposition of stationary state wave funtions, with phase di�erenes appro-priately hosen, an produe a loalised wavepaket in the phase spae. Usually, thewavepaket has a well de�ned position and group veloity, and its propagation anbe interpreted in terms of the motion of a lassial partile, within atomi sale res-olution. While the width of the wave-paket, typially of about �0.1 a.u., is at leastone order of magnitude smaller than the aessible spae (�1 a.u. or greater) thedesription in terms of lassial onepts of position and momentum is ompletelyjusti�ed.



52 CHAPTER 4. PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTS ON THE STRUCTURALRELAXATION DYNAMICS OF NO DOPED SOLID NESine the femtoseond spetrosopy has onsolidated itself as a fundamental toolto study the proesses at moleular and atomi sales, the systems omposed by raregas atoms, either pure or in presene of impurities, has been widely used to desribeand to understand the basi priniples behind the photo-indued on�gurational re-arrangements in many-body systems [82, 84{86℄.The next setion is devoted to the presentation of the phenomenology of pump-probe experiments performed in Ne matries doped with NO moleules. These exper-iments have allowed to study the dynamial evolution of the avity reated aroundthe impurity.4.2 Pump-probe spetrosopy of NO embedded ina Ne solid: avity relaxationIn these experiments, samples are grown �rst with a relative onentration of NO inNe of 1:10 000. This proportion guarantees the low onentration of impurities inthe solid. The measurements are performed at a temperature of 3.5 K, thus reduingthe density of states aessible to the guest moleules trapped therein. Figure 4.3presents a sheme of the pump-probe tehnique applied to this partiular system.In this design, a �rst pump laser pulse with entral wavelength of 192 nm and atemporal width of 280 fs, exites the A(� = 0) level of the NO moleule at t0 = 0(� refers to the quantum number identifying the vibrational level of the diatomimoleule). A seond infrared laser pulse (probe pulse), delayed in time with respetto the pump pulse by an interval T , and with entral wavelength varying from 1.1 to1.4 �m, is used to monitor the dynamial response of the system. The latter induestransitions between the A-eletroni state to the Rydberg C and D-eletroni statesof NO. As C and D are pratially parallel and very lose states, it is diÆult to
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Figure 4.3: Pump-probe experiment sheme of the system omposed by an NO embeddedin a Ne matrix.disriminate whih of the spetrosopi measurements orresponds to eah state. Asa onsequene, the measured signal ontains the ontributions of both states. In theexperiment, the depletion of A-state population is hosen as the atual pump-probesignal. This is possible beause the fration of population transferred from C andD states to the A state is negligible. The A-state uoreses to the ground statein around 200 ns, and the signal measured is proportional to the part of the wave-paket transferred from A to C and D states. This signal is reorded as a funtionof the delay interval T between pump and probe pulses and is termed as \transientabsorption spetra".Eah probe pulse wavelength is resonant with a spei� energy di�erene betweenA and C (or A and D) states for ertain on�gurations of the system denoted by R�,that is, eah probe pulse wavelength determines one (or more) spei� on�gurationof the system. If it is possible to identify R� with some olletive oordinate witha diret physial meaning, then the dynamial evolution of this oordinate ould be



54 CHAPTER 4. PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTS ON THE STRUCTURALRELAXATION DYNAMICS OF NO DOPED SOLID NEdiretly measured and, thus, the energy dissipation mehanism into the solid ouldbe inferred. As a result of the experiments performed with NO moleules embeddedin rare gas matries, this olletive oordinate has been identi�ed with the radius ofthe nearest neighbour atoms of the �rst shell around the impurity. Hene, the time-evolution of the avity formed by this shell around the NO an be diretly measured.Table 4.1: Absorption (emission) bands maxima orresponding to transitions from (to) theground X to (from) the �rst Rydberg state, A2�+ (� = 0), of NO embedded in di�erentmatries of rare gases and para-hydrogen [9℄. Values of the Stokes shifts are also presented.Absorption EmissionBand maximum Width Energy Stokes shift[eV℄ [eV℄ [eV℄ [eV℄Gas 5.48Ne 6.46 0.18 5.65 0.81Ar 6.36 0.12 5.76 0.60Xe 5.88 0.08 5.56 0.32H2 6.06 0.24 5.47 0.59Figures 4.4 and 4.5 depit the experimental steady state absorption and emissionlineshapes of NO, for the di�erent Rydberg states. Table 4.1 summarizes the valuesof the respetive band entres and widths for the absorption A  X and emissionX  A proesses of di�erent rare gas matries and p-H2. The orresponding bandsan be observed in Figure 4.4 [116℄.At �rst sight, it an be notied that the absorption bands are shifted to theblue (more energeti) ompared with its gas-phase value. These is oherent withthe analysis made before related with the dimensions of the NO Rydberg eletronorbital and the strong eletrostati repulsion it exerts on the atoms of the �rst nearestneighbours shell. The seond relevant aspet, is that the spetral position of theemission band, whih is also blue-shifted with respet to the gas-phase value (vertialdotted line) in both argon and neon, points to a non omplete relaxation of the
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Figure 4.4: Absorption and emission bands A  X and X  A for matries of neon,argon and para-hydrogen doped with NO. The vertial line indiates the transition energybetween both states orresponding to the gas phase of NO [116℄.lattie: the dopant moleule is still onstrained by the age when it uoreses, as thesurrounding rystal resists to any further ompression. For hydrogen, the situationis the opposite: the emission band is slightly shifted to the red of the gas-phaseline, indiating a ompletely lose age around the impurity. In the latter ase theavity around the impurity is so large at the new equilibrium on�guration, thatthe interation between the impurity and the surrounding media is almost negligible.This implies that the para-H2 rystal is less rigid ompared with Ar and Ne solids.The Ne matrix presents the more pronouned Stokes shift, indiating that the largestrearrangement indued by the photo-exitation of the impurity takes plae for thispartiular system.Figure 4.5 shows the absorption bands of NO in Ne matries from A to C andD states measured with respet to the A-state gas-phase spetral value [3, 9℄. It an
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Figure 4.5: Absorption bands C  A y D  A for neon matries doped with NO [3℄.be notied that, as stated above, the ontributions of C and D states are very loseto eah other and have almost the same weight. These are the two states utilized tomonitor the system dynamis in real time.Figure 4.6 depits the transient absorption and emission spetra for ertain probepulse wavelengths, measured in the pump-probe experiments performed for the NOin Ne system [5℄.These signals represents the depletion of A(3s�) state, for a pump pulse wave-length of 192 nm. The vertial line indiates the departure time of the dynamis.For larger probe pulse wavelength (between 1325 and 1230 nm), the ontribution ofonly one of the two states (C or D) exists. This feature an be inferred from thepiture, where only one peak is present, with a time-width of �330 fs. The timeassoiated with the peak orresponding to �=1325 nm indiates the departure time,due to the orrespondene between the energy h=� and the di�erene between theA and C PESs for the equilibrium on�guration of the ground state. In this way,the instant t = 0 is assigned to the position of this peak maximum, beause it re-
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Figure 4.6: Transient absorption spetra for the pump-probe experiments of NO in Nematries [5℄.



58 CHAPTER 4. PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTS ON THE STRUCTURALRELAXATION DYNAMICS OF NO DOPED SOLID NEets the time orresponding to the reation of the wavepaket in the A-state by thepump pulse and, thus, the beginning of the dynamis. For probe pulse wavelengthsof 61200 nm, the peak width inreases to �440 fs and the intensity doubles. Thisfat reveals that for these wavelengths the signal has two ontributions orrespondingto transitions towards C and D states. The main onlusions that an be extratedfrom this experiment are:1. during the �rst �200 fs after the photo-exitation, the dimensions of the bubbleinreases by 0.8 a.u..2. The �rst ontration of the bubble ours at around 1 ps.3. The system relaxes almost ompletely in the �rst 2-3 ps, during whih 0.54 eVof energy are released into the solid.This relaxation time suggests an ultrafast release of the energy into the solid, with ashok wave-like propagation of the perturbation [3℄.With the aim of explaining the mirosopi mehanisms governing this dynam-ial proess, leading to these experimental results, the theoretial modelling of thedynamial response around the impurity is ruial. The theoretial treatment of thispartiular system is diÆult by nature beause of the large number of degrees offreedom involved and the additional omplexity of presenting a pronouned quantumbehaviour. It is also important to notie, that due to the latter feature, lassialmethods like MD simulations will not provide a orret desription of the underlyingdynamial properties. This stresses the importane of developing a fully quantummodel for this system, that will make the theoretial interpretation of the experimen-tal �ndings feasible [4℄.



Chapter 5
Methodology
In this hapter, the methodology utilized to simulate the time evolution of thesolid neon response upon the photoexitation of an NO impurity is exposed. Es-peial emphasis is made on the features of the dynamial quantum treatment of thissystem, making use of the Multi-Con�gurational Time Dependent Hartree Method(MCTDH). To this purpose, a shell model is onstruted, taking into aount theweak anisotropy of the PES of NO(A) state, thus enabling to onsiderably redue thedimensionality of the system.
5.1 The shell modelThe NO moleule has a small equilibrium radius with a value that does not hangeappreiably for all its Rydberg states (setion 3.1). Furthermore, when embedded inan f... Ne solid, it oupies a substitutional site in the matrix [3,52℄. Additionally,the A state of NO presents a weak anisotropy, thus exhibiting an almost spherialsymmetry. Based on these arguments, it will be assumed that the NO is a rigidmoleule whose entre of mass remains �xed at the origin of oordinates. The Ne
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Figure 5.1: Shell model: the NO is �xed at the origin of oordinates. The shells are formedby atoms loated at the same distane from the origin in the pure f... lattie. Only radialmotions are allowed. The 1st shell ontains 12 atoms (red balls) plaed at the smallestdistane from origin. The 2nd is formed by the next 6 atoms (blue balls) and the 3rd, by thefollowing 24 green atoms. The 4th shell is not represented but it is the next shell belongingto the same rystallographi axis (110) as 1st, therefore ontaining also 12 atoms.atoms surrounding the impurity will be grouped in shells attending to its radius fromthe origin of oordinates, i.e., the atoms having the same radius in the f... puresolid will lie on the same shell. Eah shell will be denoted by the index s and itsradius by Rs. However, for reasons that will beome lear later on, some of the shellswill ontain a part of the atoms having the same radius. In this way, the motion ofthe atoms initially loated at the same distane from the origin ould be desribedfor more than one shell. In Figure 5.1 a sheme of the shell model and the three �rstNe shells around the impurity is represented.The atoms plaed at the smallest distane from the NO moleule form the 1stshell and determine the rystallographi axis (110). The motion of these atoms isexpeted to be partiularly relevant, due to its privileged position with respet to the



5.1. THE SHELL MODEL 61impurity. This is the reason why it is neessary to split it up into two subshells: oneontaining the atoms pertaining to this rystallographi axis and the other groupingthe atoms that do not belong to it. For example, as inreasing the index s, the �rstshell presenting this feature is the 9th shell. The atoms of this shell are separated intotwo subgroups denoted by 9a (atoms plaed outside the (110) rystallographi axis)and 9b (atoms lying along the (110) rystallographi axis). This behaviour repeatsitself for other shells loated along this axis. In order to failitate the notation theseshells will be grouped in a set de�ned by Sp = f1; 4; 9b; 15; 24b; 34b; 46b; 58g. The realluster simulated in this work ontains a total amount of 80 shells in whih the 58thshell is the last one belonging to this axis. The subspae Sp will be used in furtheranalysis.Sine three body ontributions are negligible in rare gas matries (they beomeappreiable only at very high pressures), only pairwise interations between its on-stituents will be onsidered. The total Hamiltonian of the system orresponding toall Ne atoms around the impurity, in Cartesian oordinates, taking into aount thegrouping made before, is:H�= NXs=1 nsXis=10�� ~22m~r2ris+ V d� (jris j) + is�1Xjs=1V (jris � rjsj) + s�1Xs0=1 ns0Xjs0=1V (jris � rjs0 j)1A:(5.1)The NO-Ne interation has been designated by V d� , where the index � = X;A;C;Ddenotes the di�erent eletroni states onsidered in this work. A Lennard-Jonespotential was used to desribe the impurity-rare gas interation for the ground state(� = X) [117℄, while repulsive exponentials were utilized for the di�erent exitedstates. The spei� values of the potential parameters employed are summarized inTable 5.1.In equation (5.1), ns represents the number of atoms belonging to shell s, and N



62 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYTable 5.1: Lennard-Jones VLJ = 4� �(�=r)12 � (�=r)6� [79, 117℄ and exponential VExp =A exp (��(r � r0)) parameters used in this work. The latter were obtained by �tting theexperimental absorption and emission spetra (see text).A (eV) � (a.u.�1) r0(a.u.) � (meV) � (a.u.)V dX { { { 6.258 5.877V dA 3.483 1.580 3.764 { {V dC 3.918 1.777 3.764 { {V dD 4.490 1.824 3.764 { {V { { { 3.074 5.257is the total number of shells, that should be large enough to minimize frontier e�etsand to guarantee the onvergene of the observables alulated in the simulation toits orresponding values for an in�nite solid. The �rst term inside the parenthesis inequation (5.1) represents the kineti energy of atom is of shell s; the seond term,V d� , desribes the interation between the latter and the NO; the third one indiatesthe interation between the same atom and the remaining atoms pertaining to thesame shell s; and the fourth and last term orresponds to the interation betweensuh atom and all atoms in another shell s0 6= s. Figure 5.2 shows a sheme of theshell model illustrating the relative distanes in the pure f... matrix.Although until now only a speial proedure for performing the sum over all sur-rounding Ne atoms has been introdued, the redution of dimensionality is obtainedone all atoms in the same shell s are onstrained to move radially. In this thesis, theradial motion of N = 80 shells, orresponding to a total amount of 4192 atoms, willbe onsidered. As an outome of the simulations arried out in this work, it is foundthat this number of atoms guarantees the absene of frontier e�ets for a time intervalof 2 ps, due to the fat that after this time the perturbation has not yet arrived tothe boundary of the luster.The Cartesian positions of all atoms belonging to shell s an then be parametrized
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Figure 5.2: Shemati representation of the shell struture for an f... solid with the NOplaed in a substitutional site (d is the nearest neighbour distane in the lattie). Notiethat not all the atoms inluded in the representation belong to the same plane in a realf... rystal.
by its radial distane Rs as follows:ris � ris(Rs) ; donde Rs = jris j : (5.2)Using this parametrization, the Hamiltonian (5.1) an be transformed to the reduedform: H� = NXs=1 � ~22Ms �2�R2s +W�(R) (5.3)where R = (R1; � � �RN ) is the N -dimensional vetor whose omponents are the radiiof all shells and Ms = nsm is the total mass of the atoms in shell s. The potentialW� is a funtion of the radii Rs and an be written as the superposition of \one" and



64 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGY\two-body" ontributions:W�(R) = NXs=1 W d�(Rs) + NXs=1 s�1Xs0=1W (Rs; Rs0) (5.4)where W d�(Rs) = nsV d� (Rs) + Vs(Rs) (5.5)W (Rs; Rs0) = nsXis=1 ns0Xjs0=1V (jris(Rs)� rjs0 (Rs0)j) : (5.6)The term orresponding to \one-body" ontributions, W d�(Rs), ontains the NO-Neinteration, V d� (Rs), that depends only on the dynamial variables Rs due to itsisotropi harater, and the ontribution named as intrashell interation, given by allNe atoms of the same shell,Vs(Rs) = nsXis=1 is�1Xjs=1V (jris(Rs)� rjs(Rs)j) : (5.7)Based on the funtional form of the Ne-Ne LJ potential, the interation Vs(Rs) anbe rewritten to aquire the form of a single LJ potential.Vs(Rs) = 4�s[(�s=Rs)12 � (�s=Rs)6℄ ; (5.8)with e�etive parameters �s y �s (see Appendix A.1). The \two-body" term,W (Rs; Rs0),is the sum of the interation between all atoms in shell s with all the atoms belongingto a di�erent shell s0. This interation has been denoted by intershell interation.For reasons that will beome lear latter, the term W (Rs; Rs0) needs to be rewrit-ten as a sum of produts of \single-partile" funtions depending on only one variable,Rs. To this aim, the LJ potential has been replaed by its deomposition as a sum of



5.1. THE SHELL MODEL 65nG Gaussian funtions, as proposed in [21℄. Introduing suh representation for boththe Ne-Ne potential, V (r), and the Vs(Rs) interation:Vs(Rs) = nGXp=1 Gs(p) e��s(p)R2s ; (5.9)V (r) = nGXp=1 ap e��pr2 ; (5.10)the sum over all atoms is performed (see Appendix A.2), leading to the followingexpressions for the W d�(Rs) and W (Rs; Rs0) potential energies [11℄:W d�(Rs) = nsV d� (Rs) + nGXp=1 Gs(p) e��s(p)R2s (5.11)W (Rs; Rs0) = nGXp=1 1XJ;K=0F J;Ks;s0 (p)UJ(Rs)UK(Rs0) : (5.12)where UJ(Rs) = �(Rs �R0s)J e��p(Rs�R0s)2�, and similarly for UK(Rs0). The oeÆ-ients Gs(p) and F J;Ks;s0 (p) are given expliitly in Appendix A.2. The term W (Rs; Rs0)an be visualized as the expansion around some referene radii, R0s. In order to keepthe number of terms that ontribute to the sum in equation (5.12) small, one has tohoose these values within the regions of the R-spae where the dynamis takes plae.In pratie, the distanes R0s are hosen to be the equilibrium values of the lassialradii orresponding to the exited state of the impurity. Then, the summation anbe trunated at fairly low orders. In the results presented in this work, we kept allterms up to J +K = 10, this hoie was found to yield onverged results.The Hamiltonian written in this form ontains around 11400 terms orrespondingto the 80-dimensional potential energy surfae. It is important to remark, that boththe number of terms in the Hamiltonian and the amount of degrees of freedom, makesthe numerial solution of the time-dependent Shr�odinger equation for this system,



66 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYto be at the edge of the urrent omputational possibilities. This Hamiltonian is thestarting point of the dynamial alulations presented in this work.
5.2 Quantum dynamisThe Hamiltonian in (5.3), written in terms of the multidimensional potential devel-oped in equations (5.12), is used for the quantum treatment of the shell dynamis bysolving the multidimensional time-dependent Shr�odinger equation for the eletroniground (� = X) and exited (� = A) states. The multidimensional wave funtion isexpressed by: 	�(R; t) = NYs=1 '(s)� (Rs; t) : (5.13)In the speial parametrization of the high-dimensional potential energy surfae de-sribe above (equation (5.12)), the dependene with the dynamial variables insideeah term of the sum is fatorized. This feature allows to make use of the Hei-delberg MCTDH (Multi-Con�gurational Time Dependent Hartree) pakage [16, 118℄for the numerial propagation of the wave funtion using both real and imaginarytimes. Spei�ally, the ground state Hamiltonian (� = X) is employed to �nd theinitial state of the system using the relaxation method [119℄, while the exited stateHamiltonian is utilized to alulate the dynamial response of the matrix after thephotoexitation.In this work, �rst, the time-dependent Hartree approximation has been used tosolve the oupled Shr�odinger equation for the X and A states, inluding expliitlythe shape of the pump pulse. Suh study enables the investigation the inuene ofthe pulse duration on the system dynamis, speially on the shape of the transient



5.2. QUANTUM DYNAMICS 67absorption spetra. As a seond step, the onsequenes of employing the Hartreeapproximation as well as the importane of the dynamial orrelations between therelevant degrees of freedom, are evaluated by omparing the results obtained us-ing a multi-on�gurational wave funtion and a single Hartree produt (within theimpulsive approximation). The latter relies on the assumption, that the initial ex-itation pulse triggering the dynamis in the A-state is instantaneous, that is, att = 0 the relaxed wave-funtion of the ground state is plaed on the PES of theA-state [120, 121℄. As a onsequene, the Shr�odinger equation is deoupled and itan be solved separately for A-state only. The inlusion of many on�gurations inthe wave funtion representation inreases the omputational e�ort, assoiated to thesolution of the multidimensional Shr�odinger equation, so fast, that the ost of thesimultaneous propagation of the quantum state on the two oupled surfaes quiklybeomes prohibitive. Hene, the use of the impulsive limit is mandatory.
When the oupling between both eletroni states is present, the Shr�odingerequation to be solved is:i~�t0B� 	X(R; t)	A(R; t) 1CA = 0B� HX ��E(t)��E(t) HA 1CA0B� 	X(R; t)	A(R; t) 1CA (5.14)where the dipole moment funtion, �, orresponding to the initial and �nal statestransition is taken as a onstant. E(t) is the eletromagneti pulse amplitude thatouples both states. This oupled multidimensional Shr�odinger equation desribethe rearrangement dynamis of the Ne matrix upon the photo-exitation of the NO.
Within the MCTDH method [16,17,76,77℄ the multidimensional wave-funtion is



68 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYexpressed through the expansion:j	(t)i = n1Xj1=1 ::: nfXjf=1Aj1;:::;jf(t) fY�=1 j'(�)j� (t)i (5.15)where j	(t)i � 	�(R; t), j'(�)j� (t)i � 'j�(R�; t) is the single-partile wave funtionorresponding to the degree of freedom �. j� is the on�guration index and f is thetotal amount of degrees of freedom of the system. Aj1;:::;jf (t) are the expansion oef-�ients. Eah term in the sum (5.15) is a single Hartree produt. The single-partilefuntions (SPF) j'(�)j� (t)i ould depend on one or more degrees of freedom, in thelatter ase the orresponding variables are alled ombined modes. The fatorizationin (5.15) allows to avoid the exponential inreasing of the omputational ost requiredto integrate numerially the Shr�odinger equation, with respet to the dimension ofthe Hilbert spae in whih the wave-funtion is de�ned [122℄. The ni (i = 1; : : : f) arethe number of SPF employed for eah degree of freedom, �. The equations of motionfor the oeÆients Aj1;:::;jf (t) and the funtions j'(�)j� (t)i an be obtained by applyingthe Dira-Frenkel variational priniple [17℄.The representation (5.15) of the many-body wave funtion is a generalization ofthe well known Time-Dependent Hartree approximation (TDH): when hoosing allni = 1, the wave funtion redues to a Hartree produt.On a single potential energy surfae, the Shr�odinger equation to solve is:i~�tj	(t)i = H�j	(t)i ; � = X;A : (5.16)One of the interesting features of the MCTDH method, as implemented in theHeidelberg pakage, is the possibility to use di�erent numbers of SPF, ni, for eahdegree of freedom. Whenever exists highly orrelated degrees of freedom it is even



5.2. QUANTUM DYNAMICS 69more onvenient to ombine them in a single funtion that ontains this subset ofoordinates (\mode ombination"). Both methods are employed in this work in orderto evaluate the dynamial orrelations.On the other hand, for the numerial propagation, eah of the time-dependentSPF is expanded in a omplete basis set of time-independent funtions (primitivebasis). The primitive basis used in this thesis was the disrete variable representationof the harmoni osillator [16℄. The equations of motion for the single-partile wave-funtions and the expansion oeÆients of the MCTDH method, emerging from theDira-Frenkel variational priniple, are solved employing the Variable Mean Field(VMF) integration sheme [16℄ with adjustable time step. The initial time step ishosen to be 10�7 fs.
5.2.1 The Multi-Con�gurational Time-Dependent HartreemethodIn spite of the great development of modern omputers, �nding the solution of thetime-dependent (or the time-independent) Shr�odinger equation for more than 4 de-grees of freedom is an extreme diÆult task. Indeed, the number of basis funtionsneeded to represent the wave-funtion and, thus, the numerial e�ort, inreases expo-nentially with the number of degrees of freedom. In the �eld of quantum hemistry,there are several softwares devoted to solve the Shr�odinger equation for systems witha large number of degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, they are devoted to investigate theeletroni struture of the systems, therefore onsidering only one type of interation:the Coulombi potential. On the other hand, the resolution of quantum dynamialproblems in moleular physis poses greater hallenges beause, for example, thereis not only one family of oordinates that properly desribes all the problems in this



70 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGY�eld. Besides, the operators an at over all the oordinates at the same time, whilein quantum hemistry problems the Coulomb potential only ats over the eletron o-ordinates. Another diÆulty is, that even at low energies, the nulear wave-funtionis haraterized by relatively large quantum numbers and therefore by fast and pro-nouned spatial osillations, very hard to desribe numerially. These are the essentialreasons why it is a ompliated task to develop a general methodology to solve thenulear Shr�odinger equation, even for relatively few degrees of freedom.In the time-dependent piture, further approximations have been developed whihkeep a fully quantum mehanial piture while removing the exponential salingproblem. These methods are exempli�ed by the TDH method (also known as time-dependent self-onsistent �eld (TDSCF)). Here, the wavefuntion is represented asa Hartree produt of one-dimensional funtions, resulting in a set of oupled one-dimensional equations of motion for the wave-paket. In the following, the MCTDHmethod will be desribed.In order to gain in larity, the method will be disussed �rst for only two di-mensions and it will be generalized afterwards. In the two dimensional ase, thewave-funtion is written as:	(x; y; t) = a(t)'1(x; t)'2(y; t) ; (5.17)where a is a omplex number depending on time. '1 and '2 are the SPF or orbitals foreah degree of freedom x and y, respetively. The produt '1'2 is named a Hartreeprodut. Equation (5.17) does not determine the single-partile funtions uniquely,sine phases and normalization fators may be shifted from '1 to '2 or even to a.The introdution of the redundant term a(t) allows to freely hoose the '1 and '2



5.2. QUANTUM DYNAMICS 71phases. By imposing the following onstrains:h'1j _'1i = h'2j _'2i = 0 ; (5.18)one guarantees that the norms of both '1 and '2 do not hange and the phasesremain �xed. If norms are initially set to k'1k = k'2k = 1, the SPFs will remainnormalized during the whole propagation. The equations of motion for a(t), '1 and'2 are derived from the Dira-Frenkel variational priniple [123, 124℄:hÆ	jH � i~�tj	i = 0 : (5.19)Variation with respet to a(t) leads to:h'1'2ji~ _a'1'2 + i~a _'1'2 + i~a'1 _'2 �Ha'1'2i = 0 ; (5.20)or, using (5.18) and normalizing '1 and '2 initially to 1,i~ _a = hHia ; (5.21)where hHi = h'1'2jHj'1'2i. Variations with respet to both '1 and '2 yield:i~ _'1 = (H(1) � hHi)'1 ; and i~ _'2 = (H(2) � hHi)'2 : (5.22)The mean-�eld operators are de�ned byH(1) = h'2jHj'2i ; and H(2) = h'1jHj'1i : (5.23)



72 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYEquations (5.22) an be rewritten as:i~ _'1 = (1� j'1ih'1j)H(1)'1 ; and i~ _'2 = (1� j'2ih'2j)H(2)'2 ; (5.24)where j'1ih'1j and j'2ih'2j are the projetors along the states '1 and '2 respetively.The TDH wave-funtion an be onsidered as being propagated by an e�etiveHamiltonian Hef:i~ _	 = Hef	 ; with Hef = H(1) +H(2) � hHi (5.25)To evaluate the error introdued by the TDH approximation, let us onsider thefollowing model Hamiltonian:H = � ~22m1 �2�x2 � ~22m2 �2�y2 + V1(x) + V2(y) +W1(x)W2(y) : (5.26)In this ase, Hef = H � (W1 � hW1i)(W2 � hW2i) ; (5.27)that is, i~ _	�H	 = �(W1 � hW1i)(W2 � hW2i)	 : (5.28)The right hand side of this equation desribes the error introdued within the TDHapproximation. This error disappear if the Hamiltonian is separable, and it beomessmall if the funtions W1 and W2 are almost onstant along the width of the single-partile funtions '1 and '2, respetively. This explains why the error introduedby the TDH approximation (equation (5.28)) is muh smaller or vanishes ompared



5.2. QUANTUM DYNAMICS 73with the time-independent Hartree approximation: in general the time-dependentwave-paket is likely loalized, while the eigenstates are usually very deloalised. TheTDH approah has been widely used in the study of many dynamial proesses inmoleular physis [125{128℄.Quantum systems are usually haraterized by an important orrelation betweenthe di�erent degrees of freedom. That is why a single Hartree produt is not enoughtoo desribe its dynamial behaviour. The �rst multi-on�gurational time-dependentapproah was introdued by Makri and Miller [129℄. Afterwards, Koslo� et al.show that the reative sattering of H + H2 in two dimensions an not our if asingle Hartree produt is used to represent the time-dependent wave-funtion de-sribing the proess [130℄. Finally, Meyer, Manthe and Cederbaum present thegeneral formulation of the MCTDH method. They show that the hoie of theHartree funtions is not unique, and that the equations an be fairly simpli�ed ifthe orthonormalization onstraint is assumed to hold for all times. The professionalpakage was developed by Hans-Dieter Meyer from Heidelberg (http://www.pi.uni-heidelberg.de/t/usr/mtdh/) [16℄.As mentioned above, the MCTDH wave-funtion is a generalization of the TDHone (equation 5.15). For the system under study, the total amount of degrees offreedom is f = 80. The oordinates R1; : : : ; Rf are, in this ase, the shell radii.Aj1:::jf are the expansion oeÆients in the basis set of the SPFs '(�)j� . Eah of thisfuntions is expanded in a time-independent primitive basis set:'(�)j� (R�; t) = N�Xi� Gj�i� (t)�(�)i� (R�) : (5.29)where N� is the number of primitive basis used for the degree of freedom �. Settingn1 = : : : = nf = 1 one reovers the TDH wave funtion. The TDH approximation is



74 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYthus ontained in MCTDH method as a limiting ase. As the number of on�gurationsn� is inreased, the preision of the proposed representation of the wave paket getslarger and the MCTDH wave funtion onverges to the exat one when n� tends toN�. However, the omputational ost of the numerial propagation grows very fastas the number of on�gurations is enlarged, that is, with the inrease of n�.As in the TDH ase, the MCTDH wave-funtion representation is not unique.Uniquely de�ned propagation is obtained by imposing the onstraints to the SPFs:h'(�)j (0)j'(�)l (0)i = Æjl ; and h'(�)j (t)j _'(�)l (t)i = �ih'(�)j (t)jg(�)j'(�)l (t)i : (5.30)Here the onstraint operators, g(�), ating exlusively on the � degree of freedom, arearbitrary unless for the hermitian ondition. From now on, it will be assumed thatall g(�) = 0. This is in most ases the usual hoie. With this hoie, the onstraints(5.30) guarantee the orthonormality of the SPFs during the whole propagation.In order to introdue the MCTDH equations, the notation used will be simpli�edas: AJ = Aj1:::jf ; and �J = fY�=1'(�)j� ; (5.31)where the multiple index J desribe one on�guration, i.e., one single Hartree produtgiven by �J . The introdution of the projetor operator assoiated to the funtionspae of the partile with index �,P (�) = n�Xj=1 j'(�)j ih'(�)j j ; (5.32)allows to de�ne the single-hole funtions 	(�)l as the linear ombination of Hartreeproduts of the (f�1) SPFs exluding the one orresponding to the degree of freedom



5.2. QUANTUM DYNAMICS 75�. 	(�)l = Xj1 : : :Xj��1Xj�+1 : : :Xjf Aj1:::j��1lj�+1:::jf'(1)j1 : : : '(��1)j��1 '(�+1)j�+1 : : : '(f)jf= X�J AJ�l '(1)j1 : : : '(��1)j��1 '(�+1)j�+1 : : : '(f)jf : (5.33)The index J�l of equation (5.33) orresponds to the multiple index J with the internalindex j� = l �xed (whih orresponds to the SPF '(�)j�=l), and P�J is the sum over allindexes orresponding to all degrees of freedom exluding �.
The single-hole funtions allows to de�ne the mean-�eld operators,hHi(�)jl = h	(�)j jHj	(�)l i ; (5.34)where, as in (5.23), the supersript (�) indiates the integration over all degreesof freedom exluding �. Using the single-hole funtions one an de�ne the densitymatries �(�)jl = h	(�)j j	(�)l i= Xj1 : : :Xj��1Xj�+1 : : :Xjf A�j1:::j��1jj�+1:::jfAj1:::j��1lj�+1:::jf= X�J A�J�j AJ�l : (5.35)Note that hHi(�)jl is an operator ating exlusively on the degree of freedom �, andthe trae of �(�)jl is always equal to k	k2 due to the orthonormality of the SPFs.



76 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYEmploying the notations introdued above, 	, _	 and Æ	 an be expressed as:	 = XJ AJ�J = n�Xj=1 '(�)j 	(�)j_	 = fX�=1 n�Xj=1 _'(�)j 	(�)j +XJ _AJ�J ;Æ	ÆAJ = �J ; and Æ	Æ'(�)j = 	(�)j : (5.36)With the aid of the variational priniple (5.19) and the onstraints (5.30), the variationof the oeÆients yields: h�J jHj	i � i~h�J j _	i = 0 ; (5.37)onduing to the respetive oeÆient equations:i~ _AJ = h�J jHj	i : (5.38)Now varying with respet to the SPFs:h	(�)j jHj	i = i~h	(�)j j fX�0=1 n�0Xl=1 _'(�0)l 	(�0)l i+ iXJ h	(�)j j�Ji _AJ ; (5.39)one an obtain:i~ n�Xl=1 �(�)jl _'(�)l = h	(�)j jHj	i �XJ h	(�)j j�Jih�J jHj	i : (5.40)Note thatXJ h	(�)j j�Jih�J j = P (�)h	(�)j j ; and h	(�)j jHj	i = n�Xl=1 hHi(�)jl '(�)l : (5.41)



5.2. QUANTUM DYNAMICS 77After some algebrai manipulations one �nally arrives to the MCTDH equations ofmotion: i~ _AJ = XL h�J jHj�LiAL ; (5.42)i~ _'(�) = (1n� � P (�)) �(�(�))�1hHi(�)�'(�) ; (5.43)where a vetorial notation has been used for the SPF orresponding to the degree �,'(�) = �'(�)1 ; : : : ; '(�)n� �T ; (5.44)�(�) is the density matrix orresponding also to the degree �, hHi(�) is the mean-�eldoperators matrix, and 1n� is the unity matrix of dimension n� � n�.To onlude, it is important to remark that the MCTDH equations onserve thenorm and, for time-independent Hamiltonians, also the energy. The time-dependeneof the basis funtions provides a great exibility to the MCTDH method and thepossibility to adapts itself to a wide variety of physial problems. It is neessary toemphasize that the PES has to be written as a superposition of separable terms, inorder to ahieve an eÆient performane of the MCTDH algorithm. The methodonvergene will depend then on the number of on�gurations needed to desribe thewave funtion of the system. This subjet will be disussed afterwards in setion 6.2.1.
5.2.2 Imaginary-time propagation of the wave-funtion:relaxation methodThis method was �rst proposed by R. Koslo� [119℄ in 1986, to �nd the eigenvaluesand eigenfuntions of the stationary Shr�odinger equation on a grid. The method is



78 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYbased on solving the Shr�odinger equation for the imaginary time � = it:�	(R; �)�� =Xj ~22mjr2j	(R; �)� V (R) 	(R; �) : (5.45)In the following, only time-independent Hamiltonians will be onsidered. The formalsolution of the above equation, in the basis formed by the eigenfuntions 'n(R) of Ĥoperator, is: 	(R; �) =Xn n'n(~R)e�En�=~ (5.46)The ontributions of the eigenstates with energy En to the total wave-funtion deayexponentially (the time � used in the simulations is a real parameter). The termorresponding to the ground state presents the smaller deay rate, thus, when � !1,the ontributions of all the exited states an be negleted and the total wave funtionwill onsist, essentially, in the ground state eigenvetor 	0(R). In this way, the groundstate an be obtained from the asymptoti wave funtion 	0 / 	(R; � ! 1). Thelatter is found via the numerial propagation of the state 	(R; �) as in equation (5.45),renormalizing the wave funtion after eah time step.
This method will be used later, to generate the relaxed wave funtion of both thebasi as well as the exited states for the spei� problem addressed in this thesis.In the ase in whih the impulsive approximation is used, the relaxed ground statewave-funtion will be the used as the initial ondition for the dynamial propagationin the exited state of interest.



5.3. OBSERVABLES 795.3 Observables5.3.1 Absorption and emission spetraFrom the knowledge of the initial state 	inX (R), it is possible to alulate the ab-sorption and emission spetra, by propagating the former on the exited potentialenergy surfaes. Employing the Fourier transform of the autoorrelation funtion of	X(R) it is possible to get the absorption spetra orresponding to the transition tothe di�erent exited states [120, 121℄.Let �(R) be �(R) = �fi	inX (R; t = 0), where 	inX (R; t = 0) is the relaxed nulearwave funtion orresponding to the initial eletroni state, X, and �fi is the matrixelement of the dipole moment operator alulated with the initial and �nal states.The absorption spetra an be alulated through the expression:�(!) / Z +1�1 dth�(R)je� i~Hf t�(R)ie� i~ (E0+~!)t ; (5.47)where Hf is the �nal state Hamiltonian. In our ase these will be the A, C, or Dstates. E0 is the ground state energy, i.e., the orresponding eigenvalue of the wavefuntion 	inX (R; t = 0). ~! is the energy of the instantaneous laser pulse induingthe transition. To obtain the emission spetra it is neessary to �nd the relaxed wavefuntions of the exited states and, afterwards, to Fourier transform the autoorrela-tion funtion with the Hamiltonian of the ground state. In this work, the emissionband from states A to X is evaluated.By �tting �(!) to the experimental absorption and emission bands it is possibleto ompute the potential energy surfae of one of the two states, if the other ispreviously known. In this thesis, the PES orresponding to the A;C and D stateswill be retrieved, employing this method and using the ground state PES as an input.



80 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGY5.3.2 Redued densities and other observablesIn general, the expetation value of an observable O, is omputed in the standardway using the time-dependent wave-funtion j	i:hOi = h	jÔj	i ; (5.48)where Ô is the operator assoiated to the physial magnitude O.In this work, observables suh as the mean radius of eah shell hRsi with theimpurity being in the states X and A, respetively, the varianes of the redueddensities assoiated to eah shell h�Rsi and its orresponding kineti energy, havebeen omputed using equation (5.48). Another observable very useful to reveal thequantum e�ets of the system is the one-dimensional redued density distributionde�ned by: �(s)� (Rs; t) = Z j	�(R; t)j2 dN�1R0s (5.49)where dN�1R0s denotes the integration over all degrees of freedom exept Rs.5.3.3 Chain energyThe Hamiltonian of the subspae Sp is de�ned as:Ĥ = Xs2Sp0�Ts +W d(Rs) + 12 Xs02SpW (Rs; Rs0)1A : (5.50)This Hamiltonian desribes the dynamis along the rystallographi axis (110) de�nedby the impurity and the its �rst nearest neighbours (the atoms in the 1st shell). Takinginto aount that the the potential between these shells (equation (5.12)) has a non



5.3. OBSERVABLES 81negligible value only for atoms in ontiguous shells, this Hamiltonian an be visualizedas the one orresponding to a hain of atoms. The energy assoiated to this hainan be omputed by equation (5.48).5.3.4 Pump-probe signals: transient absorption spetraThe dynamial proess of interest ours while the NO moleule is in its RydbergA state. The probe laser pulse used in the spetrosopi experiments [5℄ induestransitions from this state to the C y D states of NO.Up to �rst order of time-dependent perturbation theory, the nulear wave-funtionorresponding to the �nal eletroni state is given by the expression (see Apendix A.3for further details):	�(R; t;T ) � ��A tZ�1dt0 e� i~H�(t�t0) f(t0 � T ) e�i!(t0�T )e� i~HA(t0�T )	A(R; T ) ; (5.51)with � = C;D. Here, a onstant dipole moment ��A is assumed. T is the time delaybetween pump and probe pulses. In this expression, the term f(t) = e�( t� )2 is theenvelope funtion of the probe pulse, hosen to be of Gaussian form, with duration �and entral frequeny !.Assuming the measured signal to be proportional to the population of the �nalexited state �, after the appliation of both the pump and the probe pulses, thefollowing expression an be written:P�(T ) = limt!1Z dNRs j	�(R; t;T )j2 : (5.52)If the duration of the probe pulse is very short ompared with the harateristi saleof the dynamis response of the system, the previous expression an be simpli�ed



82 CHAPTER 5. METHODOLOGYto [131{133℄: P�(T ) = 1Z�1dte�2( t� )2Z dR1 e� �22~2 (D�(R1)�~!)2�(1)A (R1;T+t) (5.53)(5.54)where D�(R1) = W d�(R1)�W dA(R1) is the potential di�erene with the impurity in the� = C;D and A states. The NO-host matrix interation is assumed to be restrited tothe �rst shell of Ne atoms. The dependene on R1 reprodue the phenomenology ofthe eletroni bubble dynamis inferred from the experiments. In the impulsive limit,the nulei remain �xed in their instantaneous positions while the transition of theNO to the exited state ours, leading to the interpretation of D� as the di�erenebetween the NO �nal and initial interation potentials with the 1st nearest neighbourshell being at the same position R1 (taking into aount that the interation betweenthe NO and the 2nd shell is negligible).Equation (5.53) reets the fundamental feature of pump-probe spetrosopy: thewavepaket motion is deteted through the �lter funtion e� �22~2 (D�(R1)�~!)2 de�ningertain geometrial on�gurations R�1 of the 1st shell, for whih the �lter funtionis resonant with the entral probe pulse frequeny. These speial on�gurations arealled transient Frank-Condon points. When the wavepaket arrives to these points,transitions to higher exited states are favoured [132{138℄ and the signal measured,whih is proportional to the population of those exited states, inreases onsiderably.Due to the �nite duration of the pulse, the signal is distributed along its temporalwidth. Thus, the potential di�erene plays the role of an intermediate funtion whihmaps the motion of the wavepaket assoiated to the 1st shell into the pump-probesignal that an be measured in a spetrosopi experiment. The next hapter willbe devoted to the disussion of the quantum dynamial response of solid Ne upon



5.3. OBSERVABLES 83photo-exitation of a NO impurity, using the methodology desribed in the urrenthapter.
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Chapter 6
Results and disussion
In this hapter, the results obtained via the solution of the time-independent andtime-dependent Shr�odinger equations are presented. Using the multidimensionalwave funtion, the strutural properties of the system in the initial and the �naleletroni states, the absorption and emission bands, the transient absorption spetra,et., are evaluated and ompared to the results of pump-probe experiments arriedout in neon matries doped with NO. The theoretial results are disussed withinthe proposed model [11, 139℄.6.1 Time-dependent Hartree approximation6.1.1 Strutural properties and steady state spetrosopyIn this setion, the stati properties omputed through the simulation of the pure Neneon solid and in presene of the NO impurity, within the Hartree approximation, arepresented. In the alulation of these stati properties and the stationary absorptionand emission spetra, both the relaxation method and the self-orrelation of thevibrational wave funtion, desribed in the previous hapter, are employed.



86 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThe knowledge of the initial state is one of the prerequisites to perform the sim-ulation of the system dynamis after the photo-exitation by the laser pulse. Thisis ahieved through the propagation of the state vetor in imaginary time, using theHamiltonian of the eletroni ground state [119℄. The propagation is made employingthe MCTDH pakage of Heidelberg, with the potential energy surfae generated a-ording to equation (5.12), hoosing R0s = Res, i.e, the referene radii are taken equalto the lassial equilibrium radii of the Ne atoms in the matrix, while the impurityis in the A exited state.After the propagation, the relaxed multidimensional wave funtion, 	inX (R), de-sribing the nulear motion in the eletroni ground state, is obtained. In order toasses the strutural hanges indued by the impurity, the expetation values hRsiX ,using this ground state wave funtion, are alulated and ompared with the averageradii of eah shell in the pure f... matrix. The latter radii, denoted as hRsip, arealso obtained from the solution of the stationary Shr�odinger equation, but replaingV d� in equation (5.12) by V , that is, the Ne-Ne interation. The omputed values ofhRsip are summarized in Table 6.1.As mentioned above, in the 9th shell of the pure f... struture, there is a subsetof 12 atoms lying along the main rystallographi axes de�ned by the impurity entreand the atoms of the 1st shell. The partiles in this subset, denoted as the 9b subshell,are loated at nearest neighbours distane of the atoms of the 4th shell. For anin�nite and pure f... struture, the radii of the 9a and 9b shells oinide. The smalldi�erenes observed in the alulated hRsip values of these shells are due to the useof a �nite number of terms in the potential energy expansion of equation (5.12).To illustrate the stati e�ets of eletronially exiting the impurity, the relax-ation proedure is repeated, with the impurity-rare gas potential orresponding tothe Rydberg state, A. The average values of hRsiX and hRsiA of the �rst shells



6.1. TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE APPROXIMATION 87(s � 10), with the impurity in its ground eletroni state, NO(X), and in the exitedstate, NO(A), and their shifts with respet to the pure neon solid, respetively, arepresented in Table 6.1 and in Figure 6.1.Table 6.1: Shell struture and main properties of the radial model. First olumn: shellnumber. Seond olumn: number of atoms ns in shell s. Third olumn: radii of shells,assuming a pure matrix. Fourth and �ve olumns: radial expetation values of the relaxedmatrix, with the impurity in the ground, NO(X), and exited, NO(A), eletroni states,respetively. All distanes are expressed in atomi units.s ns hRsip hRsiX hRsiA1 12 5.83 6.16 7.212 6 8.15 8.10 8.303 24 10.02 10.11 10.474 12 11.59 11.72 12.385 24 12.91 12.92 13.036 8 14.17 14.21 14.397 48 15.30 15.34 15.568 6 16.35 16.37 16.469a 24 17.34 17.35 17.449b 12 17.36 17.42 17.7610 24 18.28 18.29 18.38The results shown in Figure 6.1 allow to quantify the e�et of the presene of theimpurity in the solid. It is observed, that the radial displaement of the Ne atomsthat surround the impurity, due to the presene of the latter, is not a monotonifuntion of the distane to the origin. Instead, this magnitude presents peaks forsome non-ontiguous shells, i.e., the shells s = 1; 4; 9b; : : : . The explanation is asfollows: the 1st shell shows the most important displaement, with respet to thepure matrix, of about 0.26 a.u. (4.5 % of its initial value), beause the repulsivebranh of the interation potential NO-Ne is dominant at the distane at whih thisshell is plaed in the pure neon solid. In the rystal, the seond shell is loatedat a distane (approximately 8.13 a.u.) at whih the NO-Ne potential is rathersmall, but attrative, whih explains the weak ontration of this shell. For the thirdand all subsequent oordination shells, the NO-Ne interation is negligible and the
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Figure 6.1: Expetation values of the shell displaements Rs (with respet to the purerystal), aused by the presene of the NO impurity in a substitutional site in the matrix.Squares orrespond to the impurity ground state and irles to its �rst Rydberg state.displaement is due to the motion of the neighbouring Ne atoms. This beomesspeially important for the fourth shell: the atoms in it are separated by the nearestneighbour distane (see Figure 5.2) from the atoms of the �rst shell. Therefore, theatoms in the fourth shell deviate from their initial positions (1.3%) as a onsequeneof the outwards shift of the atoms of the �rst shell. In this way, eah of the partilesin the �rst shell de�nes a geometri line, from the impurity, on whih the Ne atomsare loated at nearest neighbours distane. The major distortion is propagated alongthese diretions.As mentioned above, for those shells where only a subset of atoms lie on theseprivileged axes, the displaement of these atoms is treated independently from thesubshell that is not onneted to these axes. This allows to take into aount the largedi�erenes in the radial olletive displaements of these subsets, when the impurityis present. The importane of this strutural e�et is more learly visualized inFigure 6.1, for the shells s = 9a and s = 9b. Both have the same mean radialdistane in the undoped matrix, whereas, in presene of the impurity, their relative



6.1. TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE APPROXIMATION 89displaements are notieable di�erent. The atoms of the shell 9b are plaed along theprivileged axes and are displaed by 0.05 a.u. with respet to its position in the purematrix, while those in the shell 9a are almost una�eted by the impurity. This e�ethas also been observed by previous moleular dynamis simulations [5℄.Sine the relaxation of the system bak to the eletroni ground state, X, afterthe exitation to the A state, is a rather slow proess (the lifetime of the Rydbergstate in the neon matrix is of about 200 ns [140,141℄) ompared to the harateristitime sale of the strutural dynamis (a few pioseonds), it is interesting to anal-yse the equilibrium positions of atomi nulei on the new potential energy surfae,orresponding to the NO in the A state, and to ompare them with those of thepure rystal and of the doped matrix, with the NO in the ground eletroni state.The radial displaements of the Ne atoms around the impurity, when the latter is inthe exited state NO(A), reported in Figure 6.1 and in Table 6.1, on�rm that themain deformation ours for the atoms that lie on the axes de�ned by the impurityentre and the atoms of the �rst shell. The marked amplitude of the deformationof the �rst shell owes to the harateristis of the Rydberg state NO(A) disussedabove, spei�ally the relation between the spatial distribution of the orbital and thedistane from the entre of mass of NO and the �rst nearest neighbours shell. Asa result of the repulsive interation between the eletroni louds, the atoms of thisshell are displaed from their initial positions by around 1 a.u..From these stati results it an be onluded that the eletroni bubble formationis not a one-dimensional motion of the �rst shell, but it is a olletive motion thatinvolves a large number of shells. The bubble dynamis and the ultrafast propaga-tion of the perturbation in the solid, arise from the omplex interation among aonsiderable number of oupled degrees of freedom.The stationary absorption spetra, alulated using equation (5.47), allows to �t



90 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONthe parameters in the interation potentials V�(Rs) = Aexp(��(Rs� r0)) (� = A;C;D), in order to reprodue, to the maximum extent possible, the experimental spe-trosopi results (Table 5.1). The omparison between the alulated and experimen-tal [8, 9, 93℄ lineshapes is shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Simulated absorption and emission spetra of the doped solid. In the left panel(a), the transitions between the eletroni ground state to the �rst Rydberg state of theimpurity, A, are shown. In the right panel (b), the absorption from the ground state tothe exited eletroni states C y D of NO, are illustrated. The solid lines represent theomputed spetra while the irles represent the experimental data points (Ref. [9℄).The optimization of these spetra lead to the values of the parameters reported inTable 5.1. It is found that the new Ne-NO(A) interation is slightly more repulsive,ompared to the potential energy surfaes generated from the �tting of the sameexperimental spetrosopi data to the results of lassial MD simulations [4℄. Theinterations between eah Ne atom and the NO impurity in the states C and D arerequired to model the full pump-probe signal, sine in the experiment we want toompare with [9℄, the probe step is done by an ultrafast exited state absorption tothose states. Eah of these transitions our at distint stages of the proess: thephoto-absorption NO(A  X) marks the start of the geometrial rearrangement of



6.1. TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE APPROXIMATION 91the Ne atoms that surround the impurity, while the photo-exitation from the Astate of NO to the Rydberg states of higher energy, C and D, is used to monitor thesystem dynamis. Sine the potential parameters reported in Table 5.1 reproduethe absorption and emission spetra between the eletroni states involved in theexitation and detetion proesses, they are expeted to provide, at least qualitatively,a orret desription of the inuene of the interation between the moleule and thenearby media on the time evolution of the system.6.1.2 Geometrial rearrangement and energy redistributionin the matrixThe exitation of the Ne matrix doped with NO, using a pump laser pulse harater-ized by a temporal width of 280 fs and a entral wavelength � = 192 nm, onsists inthe population of the �rst Rydberg state (A) of the NO moleule. The parametersof the laser pulses used in our simulations were those of the pump-probe experimentsarried out in the group of Prof. M. Chergui [5℄. To model this proess, taking intoaount expliitly the parameters of the pump laser pulse employed in the experi-ments, the multidimensional Shr�odinger equation (5.14), for the oupled X and Astates of NO, is solved numerially. To this aim, the ground state wave funtion,obtained through the relaxation method detailed in setion 5.2.2, is used as initialwave funtion. The propagation is performed using the Heidelberg MCTDH pak-age [16℄. The oupling with the external eletromagneti �eld leads to the reationof a non-stationary exited state nulear wave paket 	A(R; t).To analyse the dynamis of this wave paket, the redued one-dimensional densi-ties for the 1st, the 3rd and the 4th shells, are illustrated in Figure 6.3.In the �gure, the e�et of the �nite temporal width of the exitation pulse is learly
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Figure 6.3: Redued densities, for the �rst few shells, evaluated from the wave paket	A(R; t) formed as a onsequene of the eletroni exitation aused by a pulse of 280 fs(left panel) and 30 fs (right panel). Espeially, the redued density �(1)A is strongly a�etedby the pulse shape e�ets. The vertial line indiates the departing time of the outwardmotion of the fourth shell.



6.1. TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE APPROXIMATION 93shown. In the left panel, the densities of the shells mentioned above are illustratedfor an exitation pulse width of 280 fs (Full Width at Half Maximum), and in theright panel, for a width of 30 fs.In both ases, for the 1st shell, the reation of the wave paket in the exited stateby the laser pulse around t = 0, and its ulterior motion outwards during the �rst200 fs are observed. This behaviour is onsistent with the previously reported ex-perimental results [4℄, reeting the initial dynamis of bubble formation. Consistentwith the �ndings above, for the mean radii in the state NO(A) (see Figure 6.1), theseond shell exhibits only a weak displaement. However, the omparison between�(1)A (R1; t), �(3)A (R3; t) and �(4)A (R4; t) demonstrates more learly the propagation of theperturbation along the preferential axes desribed in the previous setion. When apump pulse of length equal to 280 fs is used, ompliated strutures are observedin the time evolution of the wave paket, i.e., it presents strong dispersion and on-tration patterns. This is a purely quantum e�et due to the temporal width of thepump pulse, whih is omparable to the time sale of bubble expansion. The portionof the wave paket, promoted earliest to the state A, reah the fourth shell afterapproximately 50 fs, and pushes it outwards, while itself being reeted inwards (seethe disontinuous line in Figure 6.3). However, in this instant, the exitation pulseis not over yet, and the parts of the wave paket promoted towards the end of thepulse an move freely to larger distanes (sine the 4th shell has already departed),enountering, while it moves, the earlier returning parts. This ause the omplexinterferene patterns and the profound breathing of the wave paket observed. Thelarge dispersion of �(1)A between 150 fs and 300 fs learly shows the simultaneous mo-tion in both diretions. This senario then repeats itself with a deformation of thewave paket due to e�et of anharmoni ontributions of the on�nement potential,exerted on the 1st shell by the rest of the matrix. In the ase of a 30 fs pump pulse,



94 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONwhih is muh shorter than the time sale of the bubble expansion, a more ompatwave paket is obtained, without the pronouned interferene patterns observed forthe exitation pulse width of 280 fs.Regardless the pulse length employed, with a time delay of 100 fs, the fourthshell, being oupled to the �rst one by nearest neighbours interations, gets stronglypushed outwards due to the motion of the atoms of the �rst shell. For longer times,the oupled shell dynamis beomes more omplex and it shows an interesting aspet:the response of the matrix is suh that, around 1 ps after the photo-exitation, thefourth shell ontrats down to approximately 12 a.u., foring the distribution �(1)A tomove to smaller distanes, as well. This bubble ontration time has been observedexperimentally [3, 5℄, and the values inferred from these measurements are in goodagreement with the simulations presented in this thesis.To illustrate this point, in Figure 6.4, the mean values of the radial positions ofthe �rst shells, in the ase of a 280 fs exitation pulse, are shown.In the left panels are shown the shells whih are onneted along the rystallo-graphi (110) axes, and in the right panel, those shells whose atoms do not lie alongthe (110) axes but are at nearest neighbours distane of the orresponding ones in theleft panel. In this Figure, it an be seen that the propagation ours mainly along themain axes, formed by the atoms of the shells s = 1; 4; 9b; 15; 24b; 34b; : : : . The vertiallines in eah diagram indiate the time instant at whih the following shell of the axisis set in motion due to the ollisions with the previous one, i.e., the time instant atwhih the ollisions between the atoms lying on the prinipal axes take plae. Forexample, the dotted lines in the �rst graph orrespond to the time elapsed until thebegin of the expansion of the fourth shell. It is interesting to notie, that though theenergy propagation into the solid ours mainly along the privileged axes, by mean ofdiret ollisions of the atoms along them, there is an alternative mehanism of energy
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Figure 6.4: Time evolution of the average positions of di�erent shells during the �rst 2 ps ofthe dynamis. In the left olumn, the shells whose atoms lie along the main rystallographiaxis (110), are shown. For the sake of omparison, the \silent" shells s = 2 y s = 9a, havebeen inluded as disontinuous lines in the �rst and the third panels, respetively. Thedotted vertial lines in eah diagram indiate the time instant at whih the following shell,along the prinipal axis, is set in motion. The right panels illustrate the expetation valuesof the radii of the shells that undergo side ollisions with the orresponding ones to the left(note the di�erenes in the sales).



96 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONredistribution through side ollisions with atoms plaed outside the main axes, butwhih are at nearest neighbours distane of the (110) lines (right panel). This fatan be appreiated in the �gure: the 1st shell, for example, ollides at the same time(vertial line) with the 4th and the 3rd shells, though the latter ollision is less intense.These mehanisms of energy propagation into the rare gas matrix an be bettervisualized in Figure 6.5.In this plots, the kineti energies of di�erent shells, as funtion of time, are shown.During the �rst 90 fs, the fast aeleration of the �rst shell, termed \bubble expansion"is shown. After regular time intervals, the shells diretly onneted to the �rst one(s = 4; 9b; 15; 24b; 34b; : : : ) start to get aelerated, thereby showing the ultrafastenergy transfer in the solid. However, the energy is not only transported along theseaxes. Other shells are also set in motion, although with with less intensity (see rightpanels in Figure 6.5. Notie the di�erenes in the sale). This is aused by the Ne-Neinteration between the atoms loated along the main rystallographi axes and theatoms separated from them by the nearest neighbour distane, but plaed outsidethese axes. For example, the Ne atoms in the 3rd, 7th and 13th shells are loated,initially, at a distane of approximately 5.9 a.u. (the nearest neighbours separationin the lattie) of the shells 1st, 4th and 9b, respetively, though they are not on theprinipal axes. The motion of these shells is ativated indiretly through the largeamplitude displaements of the 1st, 4th and 9b shells. These mehanisms, whih areillustrated in the right panels of the �gures 6.4 and 6.5, show the side ollisions ofthe atoms of the main axes with these seondary shells as funtion of time. In the�rst graph, for example, the oinidene of the departure times of the shells 3rd and4th, 7th and 9b, and so on, is observed. On the other hand, the seond �gure showsthat, indeed, the kineti energy of the atoms belonging to every main axis shell isdistributed between both neighbouring shells. It suggests that the energy of the 1st
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Figure 6.5: Time evolution of the kineti energies of the shells whose atoms lie along theprivileged axes (left panel) and their o�-axis nearest neighbours (right panel). The vertiallines oinide with the times indiated in Figure 6.4.



98 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONshell initially distributes between the 3rd and the 4th shells, and the same happenswith the 4th shell, that delivers its energy mainly to the shells 7th and 9b.In summary, the dynamis present two fundamental aspets: diret ollisions takeplae, whih ause the fast energy transfer between onseutive shells formed by atomslying on the privileged axes, aompanied by a weaker exitation of the remainingshells, by lateral ollisions. These latter shells form a dissipative \bath" a�eting theprimary dynamis. A remarkable feature is that the \bath modes" in this system arenot formed by remote atoms, but for those whih are plaed at unfavourable positionsin the rare gas matrix with respet to the impurity.From the data in Figure 6.4, taking into aount the time interval from the beginof eah shell relative displaement and the instant at whih they reah the respetivemaxima, and the magnitude of these maximal displaements, te propagation veloityof the initial perturbation an be estimated. This veloity is of approximately 3500m/s (this is a supersoni speed in this medium). Suh supersoni expansion has beenalso observed and desribed experimentally [4℄.To whih extent the omplex time evolution of the system on�guration and theenergy transfers in the solid are reeted in pump-probe experiments, is addressed inthe following setion.6.1.3 Transient absorption spetraTo the aim of monitoring, in a pump-probe experiment, the dynamis of Ne atoms inthe doped matrix after photo-exitation of the impurity, the seond laser pulse (probelaser), retarded in time with respet to the �rst one (pump laser), indue a transitionto higher energy levels of the system. The hoie of the �nal state is determined bythe possibility to measure the transferred population. The probe pulse used in theexperiment whih we want to ompare our results with [5℄, indue a transition to the



6.1. TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE APPROXIMATION 99eletroni states C and D of NO.

Figure 6.6: Potential energy di�erenes D�(R1) = W d�(R1) �W dA(R1), where � = C;D.This di�erene enables to determine the dynamial Frank-Condon points, R�1, for theentral frequenies of the probe pulse. The vertial lines indiate the loation of the entreof the wave paket orresponding to the �rst shell at the begin of the dynamis.The expression (5.53) illustrates how the �lter funtion maps the motion of thewave paket assoiated to the �rst shell into a measurable pump-probe signal. InFigure 6.6 the di�erenes of the potentials orresponding to the states C and D, withrespet to the ground state X, are shown. These di�erenes enable a lear analysisof the pump-probe signals to be expeted: for a given entral frequeny of the laser,the dynamial Frank-Condon points are de�ned by the relations DC(R1) = ~! andDD(R1) = ~!. The fat that both DC(R1) and DD(R1) are monotonous funtionsof R1 (these urves are pratially parallel), implies that one an establish a simpleonnetion between the time evolution of the radial density �(1)A (R1; T ) and the pump-probe signal, for a given frequeny of the probe laser. In this way, if one sanssmoothly the wave length of the probe laser pulse over a wide range, in priniple, it
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Figure 6.7: Pump-probe signals as funtion of the probe laser wavelength and of the timedelay between the pulses. The left and right panels orrespond, respetively, to exitation(pump) laser pulses of 280 fs and 30 fs. The simulated signals orrespond to the transitionsfrom the �rst Rydberg state to the C (upper panels) and D (lower panels) states.is possible to make a \photograph" of the moving wave paket that represents the 1stshell, making eventually �ne quantum properties of the matter wave visible [135,142℄.In Figure 6.7 are shown the alulated pump-probe signals, orresponding to theexitation of the states C and D, as funtions of the probe laser wavelengths, forpump pulses of lengths 280 fs (left panels) and 30 fs (right panels), respetively. Theoverall struture for exitation to the C and D states is omparable, and shows thesame main features: at the initial time, when the radius of the �rst shell is around6 a.u., the resonane ondition holds for the two states C and D, for wavelengths of1300 and 1200 nm, respetively. The rapid expansion of the �rst shell upon exitationby the laser pulse leads to a drasti shift of the resonane point to wavelengths at



6.1. TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE APPROXIMATION 101around 1100 nm and 1000 nm for the states C and D, respetively. Then, for timeslonger than 200 fs, the signal shows fairly regular osillations around 1100 nm for theexitation to the C state and around 1000 nm, for the exitation to the D state.As has been detailed above, and it is evidened by equation (5.53), this behaviourreets the dynamis of the �rst shell, sine the signal is a smeared out image ofthe time evolution of �(1)A (R1). The periodi dispersion and refousing represented inFigure 6.3 are also present in this signal. It an be also notied, that for the time atwhih the �rst bubble ontration takes plae (� 1 ps), the signal an be detetedat fairly large wavelengths, lose to the harateristi values of the initial resonanepoints. For spei� wavelengths, this relationship beomes more striking. In the aseof the exitation with a short length laser pulse, the less pronouned strutures ofthe radial densities depited in Figure 6.3 are also reeted in the spetra. In thisase, the initial wave paket is more ompat both spatially and temporarily, in suha way that the front and the later parts of the wave paket are very lose to eahother and they pratially do not self-interfere. As a onsequene, the wave funtionis less strutured and it remains more loalized around the average radii.To ompare with the experimental transient spetra, the ontributions PC(T ) andPD(T ) (indiating the transition probability to the states C and D, respetively) haveto be added, sine the measured signal, i.e., the depletion of the A state population, isproportional to the transient absorption probability and it is not possible to disrim-inate whih portion of the population goes to the state C or D. The results plottedin Figure 6.8 are preisely the sum P (T ) = PC(T ) + PD(T ) for di�erent probe pulsewavelengths, using the same (arbitrary) value for the transition dipole moments, �CAand �DA, whih are unknown. In this ase, the temporal width of the pump pulse isset equal to 280 fs, in agreement with the laser pulse employed in the experiment. Inthis �gure, the total omputed absorption probability is ompared to the experimen-
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Figure 6.8: Transient absorption probability P (T ) (ontinuous lines), as funtion of thedelay time T between the pump and probe pulses, and the ontributions PC(T ) (dashedlines) and PD(T ) (dotted lines) due to transitions to spei� states. The irles and errorbars represent the experimental data of Ref. [4℄.



6.1. TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE APPROXIMATION 103tal transient signals reported in [3,5℄, represented by irles, using a ommon salingfator for all the wavelengths onsidered.The deteted signal, for high wavelengths, aptures the initial expansion of thebubble. It presents an initial peak, followed by a slow later inrease of the signal,whih reets the bubble retration at around 1 ps, to �nally settle around the newequilibrium value. For the low wavelength detetion, the initial peak is less pro-nouned, whih reets that during the primary bubble expansion large avity radiiare reahed, while the strutures that appear at longer times, indiate the osillationsof the eletroni bubble at these times. For these wavelengths, the dynamial Frank-Condon point, oinides with the value of R1 (approximately 8.5 a.u.) around whihthe �rst shell establishes itself for long times. Dashed and dotted lines indiate theontributions of the states C and D, respetively, to these spetra. It is important tohighlight that for wavelengths shorter than � = 1200 nm, both states ontribute. Infat, the intensity of the deteted signal doubles for this spei� wavelength, sine eahstate ontributes in a similar proportion. The latter predition has been orroboratedby experimental observations [3, 5℄ and an be appreiated in Figure 4.6.It an be seen, that the theoretially alulated signals qualitatively reproduethe experimental results, although the results of the simulations present muh morepronouned strutures. These deviations an be explained as a result of three mainauses: �rst, the radial shell model developed in this work neglets the e�ets of theanisotropy of NO-Ne interation, whih would break the spherial symmetry; se-ond, the impulsive approximation introdued to aount for the probe step in thealulation of the pump-probe signals, is based on the assumption that this pulseats during a time interval muh shorter than the harateristi time sale of thesystem dynamis; and third, the dynamis itself is treated within the time depen-dent Hartree approximation. It is expeted that a orrelated, multi-on�gurational



104 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONdynamis, would lead to a stronger dispersion of the radial densities and, therefore,also of the simulated signals.Summing up, as a result of the study of the dynamis of this moleular system,it is found to be haraterized by a omplex, high-dimensional quantum dynamialbehaviour of the atoms of the matrix. The dynamial proess onsists in a shok-wave-like propagation of the initial matrix perturbation along the rystallographiaxes de�ned by the nearest neighbours of the impurity. Other atoms, even loseby,an be fairly una�eted, and form a sort of \bath" to whih the energy owing alongthe (110) axes is dissipated. The alulated observables qualitatively agree with theexperimental results, pointing at the feasibility of the proposed model to aount forthe essential features of this phenomenon: the ultrafast initial formation of the bub-ble, its ontration at around de 1 ps and the subsequent relaxation dynamis, owingto the oupling with other shells. However, the bubble ontration is not simply adiret rebouning of the �rst shell, but a olletive response of the matrix, whih in-volves a large number of surrounding atoms forming other shells. The main di�erenebetween the simulations presented above, with respet to the experimental measuredsignal, is that the theoretial results exhibit a muh more strutured behaviour. Asdetailed above, this behaviour an be assoiated to the radial approximation of theinteration inherent to our model, and also due to the fat that the dynamis hasbeen investigated using the time dependent Hartree approximation.
6.2 Role of dynamial orrelationsTo asses the quality of the Hartree approximation for the investigation of the stru-tural relaxation of NO doped neon matries, an additional study has been arriedout, based on the inlusion of several on�gurations within an MCTDH approah. In



6.2. ROLE OF DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS 105this ase, the inrement of the number of on�gurations, at least for those shells whihare strongly oupled, allows to evaluate the degree of orrelation and, therefore, thevalidity of the Hartree approximation presented in the previous setion.6.2.1 Analysis of the populations of natural orbitalsTo evaluate the magnitude of orrelations among the shells whih play a major role inthe relaxation dynamis of the system, the eigenvalues of the single-partile densitymatrix operator assoiated to eah degree of freedom �, have being alulated asfuntion of time, as de�ned in (5.35).These eigenvalues, C(�)j� , known as \natural populations", give a measure of thedegree of orrelation: they desribe the weight of the natural orbitals, thus indiatinghow many SPFs, or on�gurations, are needed for eah degree of freedom to guaranteethe onvergene of the results. For instane, in the ase that the time evolution of themultidimensional wave funtion is well desribed within the Hartree approximation,the natural orbital will oinide with the Hartree produt and the natural populationorresponding to this orbital will be 1.Figure 6.9 shows the time evolution of the populations of natural orbitals, C(�)j� ,for the hain modes, Sp, together with the orresponding expetation values for thedi�erent shells. Four on�gurations were used to represent the wave pakets assoi-ated to the 1st and the 4th shells and three on�gurations for the remaining modes inthe subspae Sp.As �rst result, we �nd that the high-dimensional ground state is extremely welldesribed by a fatorized Hartree wave funtion. At t = 0, it an be notied that onlyone oeÆient per mode suÆes to fully desribe the vibrational ground state, andthe population of natural orbitals takes its largest possible value, that is, it is equal toone. The femtoseond exitation to the A state of NO is treated within the impulsive
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Figure 6.9: Time evolution of the natural populations. The results are shown for the modesof the main rystallographi axes (� = 1, 4, 9b, 15, ...), as indiated inside the �gures. Thepopulations C(�)1 , C(�)2 , C(�)3 and C(�)4 of the di�erent on�gurations are represented by thesolid blak, dashed, dotted and dark grey lines, respetively.



6.2. ROLE OF DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS 107limit approximation [135℄, whih results in promoting the ground state wave funtiononto the eletronially exited state. Upon photo-exitation, the 1st shell expandsfreely until it ollides, at around 200 fs, with the atoms of the 4th shell. This initialmotion, up to 200 fs, is still well represented by a wave funtion whih onsists in asingle Hartree produt. However, as soon as the ollisions takes plae, the motion ofthe 1st and the 4th shells beomes entangled, and the natural populations of eah ofthese shells show that 2 oeÆients are neessary to desribe their dynamis. Thisdynami orrelation is indued by the ollision, as an be seen from the expetationvalue < R4 >, whih starts to deviate from its initial value at exatly this time.This senario repeats itself, while the shok-wave like perturbation propagatesalong the prinipal axis and subsequently ativates the remaining hain modes. Thissituation is learly visible when omparing the deviation of the C(i)1 (solid lines)from its initial value C(i)1 (t = 0) = 1, below one with the expetation values of theradii of these modes. Another dynamial struture, underlying the shok-wave likepropagation of the dynamial orrelations, an be seen when omparing the naturalpopulations C(i)2 (dashed lines): the seond natural orbitals, all starting from zerountil the perturbation reahes the orresponding shell, always show a pronounedinitial double peak struture. The �rst of these maxima in one shell orresponds tothe seond maximum in the previous one. Hene, it is the motion of the preedingshell that reates dynamial orrelations, whih subsequently are passed on to thefollowing shells. To desribe the dynamis at later times, 3 oeÆients are requiredfor eah of the hain modes, whih transport the major part of the energy releasedinto the material.In what follows, the e�ets of these dynamial orrelations onto the energy re-distribution, the alulated radial distributions and the experimentally measurablepump-probe signals, are shown.



108 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION6.2.2 Energy transfer into the solidAs stated above, the photo-exitation of the NO moleule to its exited eletroniA state, leads to a strong repulsive NO-Ne interation, whih pushes the loseby Neatoms outwards. In this way, the energy needed for the eletroni transition to our,deposited by the laser, is transformed into kineti energy of the nulear motion. Thistriggers a shok-wave like perturbation of the atoms in the matrix, whih mainlypropagates along the privileged axes formed by the shells s 2 Sp and the energydissipation into a \bath", formed by other atoms loated outside these axes, whihare also set in motion. To visualize this energy redistribution proess, the energyof the hain modes as a funtion of time, for di�erent number of shells inluded, isevaluated. These quantities have been alulated both for the Hartree wave funtionand for the orrelated one.In Figure 6.10, the expetation values of the hain Hamiltonian, H, both forthe orrelated (full line) and Hartree wave funtions (dashed line), are plotted. Allenergies in this graph are measured with respet to the energy origin of the exitedA state of NO. The Hamiltonian H ontains the ontributions of the 8 shells thatlie on the prinipal axes. To make the analysis simpler, the initial energy has beenshifted by (n� 1) times the interation energy between two neighbouring shells alongthe prinipal axes, evaluated for the equilibrium positions of the ground eletronistate (for example, (n� 1) �W (R1; R4)). The same energy shift an be applied in allases, sine these interation energies are very similar for any 2 neighbouring shellsin Sp. The index n identi�es the shells order along the (110) axis.First, it an be notied that the hain energy alulated within the Hartree ap-proximation slightly overestimates the one alulated within the MCTDH approah.The seond �nding with respet to the mean value of H is that there is energy dis-sipation at two time sales: a rapid initial derease within the �rst 500 fs, followed
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Figure 6.10: Expetation values of the hain Hamiltonian (eq.( 5.50)) for di�erent numberof shells inluded in the hain (see text). The thik solid line represents the result ofMCTDH alulations for the omplete hain. The thik dashed line shows the result for thesame magnitude, but within the TDH approximation. In the plot, the rest of the urvesorrespond to the MCTDH results for the trunated hain, as indiated in the text.



110 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONby a slow one for larger times. The initial derease indiates that about 45% of thetotal available energy is dissipated into the \bath" modes within the �rst 500 fs. Theause of this phenomenon is that the atoms of the �rst shell, whih exhibit the mostdrasti displaement, are strongly oupled not only to the 4th shell (the followingatoms in the main axis), but also to the atoms of the 3rd shell. The atoms of the 3rdshell are also at nearest neighbour distanes from atoms of the 1st shell, but they donot lie along the privileged axis. This senario repeats itself for eah one of the hainmodes (shells s 2 Sp) lying in the privileged axis. Hene, the atoms of the 3rd shellare also set in motion, leading to a rapid initial dissipation out of the hain modes.The atoms of the other, more remote shells, show a muh weaker exitation of theremaining bath modes.The shok-wave like behaviour of the energy dissipation along the axis an alsobe visualized when alulating the expetation value of the hain Hamiltonian for aninreasing number of shells s 2 Sp inluded. For instane, H1 denotes the outome ofalulations onsidering only the 1st shell; H(1;4) is the energy orresponding to the1st and the 4th shells; H9b, aounts for the sum of the ontributions of the 1st, the4th and the 9b shells, and so on. For example, H(1;4) = T1 + V1 + T4 + V4 + V1�4; theHamiltonian H9b = T1 + V1 + T4 + V4 + T9b + V9b + V1�4 + V4�9b + V1�9b and so on. Inthe latter example, the ontribution V1�9b an be negleted beause the interationbetween Ne atoms pratially vanish for the typial separations between the shells1st and 9b. Hene, the Hamiltonian Hs; s 2 Sp, is the sum of the ontributions due tothe individual Hamiltonians of the shells identi�ed by indexes not exeeding s; s 2 Sp,and the interations between ontiguous shells along the main axis. At t = 0, theinterations V1�4 and V4�9b between these ontiguous shells are approximately thesame, sine, when the impulsive exitation ours, they are loated at their equilib-rium on�gurations in the ground state. In Figure 6.10, the hain energies Hs have



6.2. ROLE OF DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS 111being displaed by the number of terms of the latter type, i.e., the interation betweenneighbouring shells, in these Hamiltonians in suh a way that their initial values o-inide with that of H1. This makes the information in Figure 6.10, onerning theenergy transfer into the lattie, to beome more striking.Considering only H1, i.e., the energy orresponding to the 1st shell, it an be seenthat this energy dereases rapidly within about 200 fs. Suh drasti drop indiates thetransfer to other modes. When alulating H(1;4) one sees that the drop now ourswithin a time interval of 300 fs; and so on. The drop of the hain energy learlyshows the energy transfer along the privileged axis. This energy transfer along theaxis persists up to the shell 34b, whih orresponds to a radius of about 35 a.u..Another important �nding onerns the total amount of energy released into thematrix. The upper dotted line indiates the exess energy aumulated in the matrixat t = 0, as a onsequene of the instantaneous exitation of the A state, measuredwith respet to the energy origin of this exited state. At the �nal stage of thedynamis, the hain modes keep 41% of the initial energy. The rest of the energy hasbeen released into the matrix, as a result of side ollisions between the hain modesand the \bath" modes. The total amount of energy dissipated into the matrix anbe estimated to be 0.0205 a.u. or 0.55 eV , whih is in very good agreement with theexperimental result of 0.54 eV reported in Ref. [3℄.For this study using a di�erent number of hain atoms, we have only shown, for thesake of larity, the MCTDH results, sine the values of the orresponding magnitudes,evaluated within the TDH sheme, are almost idential.Hene, the overall piture is that a shok-wave like energy transfer ours, whihpropagates from the �rst shell towards the more external oordination shells in thesolid. The perturbation is mainly propagated along the (110) rystallographi axis,for about 35 a.u., before its energy is ompletely dissipated into the remaining sur-



112 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONrounding atoms.6.2.3 Radial densitiesIn Figure 6.11, the radial densities of the 1st and 4th shells are shown and ompared,both for a Hartree wave funtion and a orrelated one. In both graphs one anlearly see the main dynamial features: the initial extension of the 1st shell, ollidingat around 200 fs with the 4th shell, thus initiating the energy disposal into the matrix.The magnitudes represented in this graph, as well as in all subsequent alulations,
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Figure 6.11: Contour plots of probability densities orresponding to the �rst and thefourth shells. The lower panels orrespond to alulations arried out within the Hartreeapproximation. The upper panels were generated using the orrelated wave funtion.the orrelated wave funtion was obtained by employing the mode ombination of(R1; R4). For all the hain modes Rs; s 2 Sp, inluded the previous ombined mode,3 on�gurations have been inluded in the wave funtion representation. For the



6.2. ROLE OF DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS 113remaining modes, only one on�guration has been onsidered. These number of on-�gurations per mode is enough to ahieve onvergene of the numerial integrationsheme. In this sense, it is important to remark that if one additional on�gurationis inluded for eah mode, the weight of the natural orbital assoiated to this newon�guration never exeeds 0.01% of the total. In our ase of an 80-dimensionalHamiltonian, the above hoie amounts to a total of 2187 on�gurations (see Ta-ble 6.2).Table 6.2: Number of on�gurations orresponding to eah mode, number of primitivebasis funtions orresponding to eah SPF and the number of atoms in every shell.Coordinates Number of Number of Number of(Rs) single-partile primitive basis atoms inwave funtions (ni) funtions eah shell (ns)(R1; R4) 3 129 (12,12)R9b 3 127 12R15 3 101 12R24b 3 69 12R34b 3 69 12R46b 2 61 12R58 1 51 12Ri; i � 80 1 25 � � �55 8 � � � 120As ould be expeted from Figure 6.11, the initial extension of �(1)A (R1), until 200fs, is the same in both ases, sine before the �rst ollision a Hartree produt is enoughto desribe the wave funtion. However, after the ollision, the dynamial orrelationsof the wave funtion are learly reeted in the redued densities, whih di�er appre-iably. Spei�ally, at around 400 fs, the Hartree wave funtion produe a redueddensity �(1)A , entred around �R =1.3 a.u., whose width is 1.4 times larger than theorresponding spread of the density obtained from the orrelated wavefuntion.This behaviour is a variant of the well-known dominating hannel problem, in-herent to the time dependent Hartree approximation. Sine the interation of onemode with the rest is given by the mean �eld exerted by the latter on the �rst, it is



114 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONdominated by the main part of the wave paket. In our ontext this means that theentre of the wave paket desribing the motion of the 1st shell pushes the 4th shelloutwards. This motion, in turn, has the harateristi that late parts of the wavepaket orresponding to the 1st shell an now move freely to larger distanes, whilethe early part already bounes bak to shorter radii [11℄.In the subsequent dynamis, after the �rst 200 fs, the redued densities obtainedfor the 1st and the 4th shells, using a orrelated wave funtion, are muh smootherthan those based on a Hartree produt. Generally speaking, the orrelations lead toless pronouned vibrational oherenes. Furthermore, the redued densities based onthe Hartree wave funtion show pronouned variations in the width, that is, a strongbreathing of the density. This behaviour beomes apparent in Figure 6.12, wherethe expetation values of the �rst and seond moments of the radial distributions arealulated, both for the orrelated and the Hartree wave funtions.As �rst result, one sees that the radial expetation values are extremely welldesribed by a Hartree wave funtion, whih means that the overall dynamis isadequately desribed by the TDH method. However, the �ner details, like the widthof the densities are signi�antly di�erent. Speially, the pronouned breathing ofthe density alulated within the Hartree sheme, disussed earlier, is learly seen inthe right panels of Figure 6.12. This result on�rms the overall onlusion that thedynamial orrelations suppress vibrational oherenes in the wave funtion.To whih extent these orrelations lead to measurable hanges of the transientspetra in pump-probe experiments, is disussed in the next setion.6.2.4 Pump-Probe SpetraFor the sake of simpliity, attention will be foused on the probe exitation to theC-state only, even though it is known that ontributions from the D-state are present
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Figure 6.12: Expetation values of the �rst (left panel) and seond (right panel) moments ofthe radial distribution funtion, alulated within the Hartree approximation (ontinuouslines) and using the orrelated wave funtion (dashed lines). The average values of theradii, omputed using both methods, are very similar while the varianes are signi�antlydi�erent. The pronouned breathing of the Hartree density is learly seen.



116 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONin the measured signal.Figure 6.13 shows the pump-probe signal as a funtion of delay time between bothpulses, T , and probe wavelength, �.
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Figure 6.13: Pump-probe signals as a funtion of delay time T between the laser pulses.Upper panel: TDH approximation results, lower panel: orrelated MCTDH results. Thesame strutures observed in the redial densities of the �rst shell, in both methods of alu-lation, are present here: the pronouned breathing in the ase of the TDH approximationand the smoothing of vibrational oherene in the MCTDH ase.Comparing with Figure 6.11, it an be notied how the density �(1)A (R1; t) ismapped into the measurable spetra. Comparing the results of the TDH alula-tions with the orrelated ones, it an be seen that the main features are extremelywell desribed by the TDH result: At early times, we �nd a rapid shift of the transient-signal to large wavelengths, orresponding to the ultrafast initial age expansion. Atlater times, the ollisions with the other shells leads to the ompliated strutures



6.2. ROLE OF DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS 117in the signal, reeting the damped osillatory motion of the atoms of the 1st shell.However, one an also see that the di�erenes in the radial density �(1)A desribedearlier, are mapped into the pump-probe signal. Spei�ally, the more pronounedvariations of the width in �1, within the TDH approah, an also be seen in thepump-probe spetra: the foussing at around 510 fs lead to a more peaked spetrumat these times. Furthermore, the more oherent vibrational dynamis observed in theTDH results lead to more strutures in the pump-probe signal.

Figure 6.14: Pump-probe signals for seleted probe laser wavelengths, as a funtion ofdelay time, T . It an be observed, that the inlusion of the dynamial orrelations provokesthe smoothing of the strutures present in the TDH spetra.To show this behaviour in more detail, the pump-probe signals for four seleted



118 CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONprobe pulse wavelengths are plotted in 6.14. These transient spetra are nothingelse but uts through the 3-dimensional plots shown in Figure 6.13 at the spei�edwavelengths. At � = 1064 nm, the transient Frank-Condon point is loated ataround R�1=7.6 a.u.. This point is lose to the outer turning point of the motion ofthe 1st shell. Hene the signal starts at zero, but quikly shows a sharp rise around150 fs, indiating the initial expansion of the 1st shell. During a time lapse of about400 fs, the density �(1)A (R1) stays at large distanes, before the �rst retration ours,leading to a vanishing of the signal around 550 fs.Comparing the results obtained employing the TDH and the MCTDH integrationshemes, one sees signi�ant di�erenes, even though the qualitative piture is om-parable. For the other wavelengths, one an see that the overall strutures are welldesribed by the TDH approah, although the inlusion of dynamial orrelations inthe theoretial desription leads to a smearing out of the signal.The enhaned vibrational oherenes observed in the TDH approah is speiallyvisible in the ase of � = 1142 nm. At this wavelength, the transient Frank-Condonpoint is loated around R�1=6.9 a.u.. Hene, the signal detets the wave paket atsmaller radii than in the ase of the other wavelengths. The fat that the signal ismore enhaned in the alulations performed using the TDH approximation, reetsthat the 1st shell experienes a more elasti rebouning. Spei�ally, a strong peak isfound at 1900 fs, while in the orrelated ase this maximum is almost entirely absent.To summarize, the main e�et of expliitly aounting for the dynamial orre-lations is a more damped osillatory motion of the di�erent shells, whih leads tomeasurable e�ets in the pump-probe spetra. However, the main features of thedynamis of geometrial rearrangement of the matrix are well desribed in the mean�eld approximation. This result suggest that a single Hartree produt will be themost suitable hoie to represent the many-body wave funtion, in future investiga-



6.2. ROLE OF DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS 119tions on strutural relaxation proesses in quantum solids, suh as p�H2. The TDHapproximation is adequate to analyse qualitatively, and to some extent also quanti-tatively, the dynamial response of these systems, while it has the advantage of beingnumerially muh more eÆient.
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Chapter 7
Conluding remarks andperspetives
7.1 ConlusionsIn this work, a radial shell model has been developed to attain a purely quantummehanial desription of the dynamial response of a Ne matrix, doped with a NOmoleule, upon photo-exitation of the impurity. To ahieve this, two methodolo-gies have been used: the Time Dependent Hartree approximation and the Multi-on�gurational Time Dependent Hartree approah. The �rst one is employed to sim-ulate the rearrangement proess in the solid, simultaneously propagating the wavefuntion of the system in both the ground and the exited states, taking into a-ount expliitly the shape of the pump pulse that ouples these eletroni states.The seond approah, muh more omputational expensive, is used to evaluate therole of the dynamial orrelations between the di�erent degrees of freedom. In thepresent study, the multidimensional time-dependent Shr�odinger equation is solvedfor a system with a large number of degrees of freedom (80 modes are onsidered,



122 CHAPTER 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVESorresponding to 4192 atoms whih are restrited to move radially), while keepinga realisti desription of intermoleular interations. To our knowledge, only a fewstudies have been reported in the literature, about the quantum dynamis of mole-ular systems with tens of degrees of freedom. Typially, in this investigations, thequantum treatment was arried out at the expense of a signi�ant simpli�ation ofthe interation potentials. The main onlusions of the work presented in this thesisare the following:1. The strutural rearrangement of the matrix is a multidimensional proess, har-aterized by an initial expansion of the �rst shell of nearest neighbours of theimpurity (the phenomenon known as eletroni bubble formation) and the largeoupling between the di�erent degrees of freedom of the solid. As a onsequene,the on�gurational modi�ations of the system are not a monotoni funtionof the shell radii. Instead, they learly show the propagation of the perturba-tion along the preferential axis (110), de�ned by the diatomi moleule and its�rst nearest neighbours shell. An estimate of the veloity of propagation of theperturbation indiates that this proess has a shok-wave like harater.2. There are two essential mehanisms of energy dissipation into the matrix: thediret ollisions between the atoms lying along the main rystallographi axisand the side ollisions between the atoms of eah of these shells and its nearestneighbour atoms, pertaining to shells lying outside the preferential axis. Theselatter shells form a \bath" towards whih the energy owing through the mainaxis is dissipated. It is important to remark that this bath is not formed byremote atoms, but for atoms loated in unfavourable positions with respet tothe impurity. It has been found that 0.55 eV of the exess energy, initiallydeposited into the matrix by the pump pulse, are released into the \bath" via



7.1. CONCLUSIONS 123the seond mehanism mentioned above. The agreement between the dissipatedenergy, alulated in our simulations, with the experimental value (0.54 eV),reported in [3℄, is quite satisfatory.3. It has been found that the width of the pump pulse has a signi�antly inueneon the time-evolution of the wave paket formed during the exitation proess.Using the real parameters of the pump-probe experiments on the relaxationdynamis of neon matries doped with NO [3{5, 15℄, it has been found thatthe �nite width of the exitation pulse (280 fs) auses the arising of a omplexauto-interferene pattern in the redued density of the �rst shell. This is apurely quantum mehanial e�et, originated by the fat that the time sale ofthe bubble formation and the duration of the exitation pulse are of the sameorder.4. The results obtained for the transient absorption spetra within the TDH ap-proximation reprodue qualitatively the experimental signals, showing learlythe general features of the restruturing proess: the ultrafast bubble formationand its subsequent ontration around 1 ps, and the ulterior relaxation dynam-is due to the ouplings with other modes. Nevertheless, the ontration of thebubble is not a simple rebouning of the �rst shell, but a olletive responseinvolving a great number of surrounding atoms forming the rest of the shells.5. The inuene of the dynamial orrelations between the relevant degrees of free-dom has been evaluated through the omparison between the results obtainedby the numerial propagation of the initial wave paket, both in the TDH and inthe MCTDH approahes. The overall �nding is that the mean �eld approxima-tion provides a orret desription of the time evolution of most of observables.The energy transfer into the solid as well as the shell displaements are well de-



124 CHAPTER 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVESsribed within the TDH approximation. However, some quantities that ontain�nest information of the partile distributions in on�guration spae, i.e. theradial distribution funtions, show a lear inuene of the orrelations.6. It has been found that the vibrational oherene of the multi-on�gurationalwave paket is muh smaller than within the Hartree approximation. Spei�-ally, the mean �eld approximation leads to pronouned breathings of the radialdistribution funtions, whereas they are pratially absent in the results usingthe orrelated wave funtion.7. The latter harateristi an also be visualized in quantities like the pump-probe signals. In general, the expliit inlusion of orrelations in the theoretialtreatment leads to a smearing out of the spetra, onduing to least struturedpro�les. This means that the dynamial orrelations tend to suppress the vi-brational oherenes appeared within the TDH approximation.7.2 PerspetivesThere are di�erent possible diretions to pursuing this job further:1. The expliit inlusion of the anisotropy of the impurity-rare gas potential.The eletroni densities determining the interations NO(X,A)-Ne are slightlyanisotropi [18, 22℄. This e�et an be aounted for by dividing the mosta�eted shells into two or more subshells, treating eah one as dynamiallyindependent degrees of freedom. This approah will allow to extend the modelbeyond the pure radial approximation, though its appliability is limited to theamount of possible subdivisions, beause of the inreasing number of variablesthat should be inorporated expliitly in the theoretial treatment.



7.2. PERSPECTIVES 1252. The use of alternative (approximate) approahes.To go beyond the radial approximation, in some ases, it may be onvenient tomake use of approximate methods, suh as the Zero Point Averaged Dynamis(ZPAD) approah [25℄, whih allows a separated desription of eah atom. Inspite of its approximate harater, it remains to be seen if the number of degreesof freedom of this partiular system an be treated by this or similar approahes.Work along this line is urrently in progress. In partiular, the performane ofsingle-partile Gaussian wave pakets to model the strutural response of theNO doped neon matries is being explored.On the other hand, the radial model developed in this thesis an be diretlyapplied to the study of other solids with pronouned quantum behaviour like thepara-hydrogen matries, in whih time resolved spetrosopy experiments of the ma-trix relaxation have been reently performed. [3{5, 15℄. Due to the inappliabilityof lassial MD simulations to model the geometrial reorganization proess in thissystem, the appliation of a methodology allowing a purely quantum treatment ofthe many-body system will help onsiderably to the interpretation of experimentalsignals in terms of the dynamis at the atomi level. The main di�erene between thepump-probe signals simulated in this work (within the TDH approximation) and thediret spetrosopi measurements is the more strutured pro�le that haraterizesthe formers. These deviations tend to derease as the number of on�gurations usedto represent the many-body wave-funtion inreases. Nevertheless, the omputationalost assoiated to the inrease of the orrelation level beyond the one explored in thisthesis results prohibitive. The results of the present investigation suggest that themean �eld approximation is able to reprodue qualitatively the fundamental aspetsof the dynamis in quantum solids, indiating that it is a reasonable hoie to arryout quantum moleular dynamis simulations in similar solids like p�H2.
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Appendix A
Appendies
A.1 Intrashell interation potentialThe intrashell interation ontains the ontributions from the Ne atoms within thesame shell. Summing over all pairs of atoms of the same shell s, taking into a-ount that these pair interations are of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) type, an e�etive LJinteration is obtained for Vs(Rs), with saled parameters �s and �s:Vs(Rs) = nsXis=1 is�1Xjs=1V (jris � rjsj) (A.1)= nsXis=1 is�1Xjs=1 4�"� �jris � rjsj�12� � �jris � rjsj�6#= 4�s "� �sRs�12� � �sRs�6# :In this expression, �s = �(�6)2=�12 and �s = �Rs(�12=�6)1=6.The oeÆients �6 and �12 are given by:�6 = nsXis is�1Xjs=1 jris � rjsj�6; �12 = nsXis is�1Xjs=1 jris � rjsj�12 :



128 APPENDIX A. APPENDICESApplying the deomposition of a LJ potential into a sum of Gaussian funtions [21℄,it an be �nally obtained: Vs(Rs) = nGXp=1 Gs(p) e��s(p)R2swhere, Gs(p) = ap (�s=�) and �s(p) = �p (�=�s)2.Throughout this work we onsider ap and �p to be the parameters given in Ref. [21℄orresponding to Ne-Ne LJ interation potential.A.2 Intershell interation potentialThe intershell interation ontains the ontributions from the Ne atoms within dif-ferent shells. Summing the pairs of interating atoms orresponding to two di�erentshells s and s0, it is obtained:W (Rs; Rs0) = nsXis=1 ns0Xjs0=1V (jris � rjs0 j) (A.2)= nsXis=1 ns0Xjs0=14�"� �jris � rjs0 j�12� � �jris � rjs0 j�6#
Expressing the LJ potential by its deomposition into a sum of Gaussian funtions[21℄, W (Rs; Rs0) an be written as:W (Rs; Rs0) = nsXis=1 ns0Xjs0=1 nGXp=1 ap e��p(ris�rjs0 )2 :Expanding the exponential funtions around the referene radii R0s leads to:W (Rs; Rs0) = nGXp=1 1XJ;K=0F J;Ks;s0 (p)UJ(Rs)UK(Rs0) (A.3)



A.3. PUMP-PROBE SPECTRA 129where UJ(Rs) = (Rs�R0s)J e��p(Rs�R0s)2 y UK(Rs0) = (Rs0�R0s0)K e��p(Rs0�R0s0 )2 . TheoeÆients F J;Ks;s0 (p) an be expressed by:F J;Ks;s0 (p) = nsXis ns0Xjs0 X( k;l;ml+m=Jl+k=K) ap(2�p)k+l+mk!l!m! e��pjr0is�r0js0 j2(R0s)J(R0s0)K ��[(r0js0 � r0is) � r0is℄m[(r0is � r0js0 ) � r0js0 ℄k[r0is � r0js0 ℄l : (A.4)In this way, the multi-dimensional potential energy surfae of equation (A.3) is writtenas a sum of fatorized terms, i.e., of produts of funtions of only one oordinate, Rs.This form is ompatible with the Heidelberg MCTDH program suite, optimizing thenumerial integration of the time dependent Shr�odinger equation.
A.3 Pump-probe spetraFor a Hamiltonian of the type, Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ŵ ; (A.5)where Ĥ0 is the non-perturbed Hamiltonian of the system and Ŵ is a perturbationwhih, in general, depends on time. The Shr�odinger equation for this Hamiltonianreads i~�tj	i = Ĥj	i : (A.6)In the interation piture, the wave funtion is de�ned as:j	i = e� i~ Ĥ0tj~	i : (A.7)



130 APPENDIX A. APPENDICESIn this way, �tj	i = � i~ �e i~ Ĥ0tŴ e� i~ Ĥ0t� j~	i = � i~ ~W j~	i : (A.8)Hene, the formal solution of the Shr�odinger equation in this representation is:j~	(t)i = j~	(ti)i � i~ Z tti ~W (t0)j~	(t0)idt0 : (A.9)Transforming to Shr�odinger's piture, the equation (A.9) will take the form:j	(t)i = e� i~ Ĥ0(t�ti)j	(ti)i � i~ Z tti e� i~ Ĥ0(t�t0)Ŵ (t0)j	(t0)idt0 : (A.10)The solution of equation (A.10), within �rst order perturbation theory, is obtainedby replaing j	(t)i = e� i~ Ĥ0(t�ti)j	(ti)i (the zero order solution) in the right handside of the equation:j	(t)i = e� i~ Ĥ0(t�ti)j	(ti)i � i~ Z tti e� i~ Ĥ0(t�t0)Ŵ (t0)e� i~ Ĥ0(t0�ti)j	(ti)idt0 : (A.11)This solution will be applied to the ase in whih the perturbation is a laser pulsethat ouples two states. In our ase, these will be the eletroni states A and � =C o D. For the sake of simpliity, we will onsider the transitions to only one ofthem, for example, the C state. Then, the wave funtion of the system will be alinear ombination the wave funtion in eah of these states:j	(t)i = j	A(R; t)ij�A(r; t)i+ j	C(R; t)ij�C(r; t)i ; (A.12)where j	A(R; t)i represents the nulear wave funtion of the A state, whih dependson the positions of all the nulei, R, and j�A(r; t)i is the eletroni wave funtion



A.3. PUMP-PROBE SPECTRA 131of the A state, whih depends on the eletroni on�guration denoted by r, whihontains the position vetors of all the eletrons of the system. The same notation isused for the nulear and eletroni wave funtions of the C state.The non-perturbed Hamiltonian will be given by the matrix:Ĥ0 = j�AiĤAh�Aj+ j�CiĤCh�C j ; (A.13)and the perturbation will be the probe laser pulse that ouples both states,Ŵ (t) = E0f(t� T )e�i!(t�T )j�Ci�CAh�Aj ; (A.14)where E0 is the amplitude of the eletromagneti �eld, f(t � T ) is the envelopefuntion desribing the pulse shape, ! is the entral pulse frequeny and �CA is thedipole moment matrix element, alulated with the initial and �nal eletroni wavefuntions.Taking into aount that the initial wave funtion of our problem is j	(ti)i =j	Aij�Ai, the solution of the Shr�odinger equation, within �rst order perturbationtheory (A.11), will be:j	(t)i = j�Aie� i~ ĤA(t�ti)j	A(ti)i �� i~ j�CiZ ttie� i~ ĤC(t�t0)�E0�CAf(t0 � T )e�i!(t0�T )�e� i~ ĤA(t0�ti)j	A(ti)idt0:(A.15)Multiplying (A.15) by h�C j,	C(t) = h�C j	(t)i (A.16)=� i~Z t�1e� i~ ĤC(t�t0)�E0�CAf(t0 � T )e�i!(t0�T )� e� i~ ĤA(t0�T )j	A(T )idt0:(A.17)



132 APPENDIX A. APPENDICESintroduing the hange of variables t00 = t0 � T , it is obtained:	C(t) = � i~E0�e� i~ ĤC(t�T ) Z t�T�1 e i~ ĤC(t00)f(t00)e�i!t00e� i~ ĤAt00 j	A(T )idt00 ; (A.18)where the dipole moment �CA � � is assumed to be onstant.The transient absorption signal measured in pump-probe experiments, is propor-tional to the �nal population of the C state, that is,PC(T ) = limt!1h	C(t;T )j	C(t;T )i : (A.19)where T is the time delay between both pulses. Taking into aount (A.18),PC(T ) / Z +1�1 dt0 Z +1�1 dt00 he�i!(t00�t0)f(t00)f(t0)i��h	A(T )je i~ ĤAt0e� i~ ĤC(t0�t00)e� i~ ĤAt00 j	A(T )i : (A.20)Changing variables t00 = t0a + ta=2 y t0 = t0a � ta=2 ; (A.21)and assuming a Gaussian shape of the probe pulse, f(t) = e�(t=�)2 , (A.20) yields:PC(T ) / Z dta Z dt0ahe� i~ ĤAt0a	A(T )je� i~ ĤA ta2 e i~ ĤC ta2 e�i! ta2 � ;�"e�2� t0a� �2e� 12( ta� )2# e�i! ta2 e i~ ĤC ta2 e� i~ ĤA ta2 je� i~ ĤAt0a	A(T )i/ Z dta Z dt0ahe� i~ ĤAt0a	A(T )je i~ (VC�VA�~!) ta2 ��"e�2� t0a� �2e� 12( ta� )2# e i~ (VC�VA�~!) ta2 je� i~ ĤAt0a	A(T )i ; (A.22)



A.3. PUMP-PROBE SPECTRA 133where it has been assumed that the impulsive limit holds, it means, that the variationsof the kineti energies, during the time during whih the probe pulse is on, anbe negleted. After some algebrai manipulations and integrating by ta, the �nalequation for the C state population is obtained,PC(T ) / Z +1�1 dt0a e�2� t0a� �2h	A(T + t0a)je�( �~)2(VC�VA�~!)2 j	A(T + t0a)i ;(A.23)where VA y VC are the potentials experiened, at eah on�guration, by the atominulei in the A and C states, respetively.Finally, in the ase of our partiular system, if the wave funtion 	A is writtenas a Hartree produt, and assuming that VC � VA depends only on the radius of the�rst shell, R1, the equation (A.23) an be rewritten as:PC(T ) / Z +1�1 dt0a e�2� t0a� �2 Z dR1 e�( �~)2(VC(R1)�VA(R1)�~!)2 j'(1)A (R1; T + t0a)j2:(A.24)
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SUMMARY: 
 
This thesis reports on results of quantum molecular dynamics simulations of photo-induced 
structural dynamics in nitric oxide (NO) doped solid neon (Ne). The local perturbation, 
caused by the optical excitation of the dopant molecule, propagates radially from the NO to 
the lattice atoms, in a shock-wave-like fashion. The ultrafast relaxation dynamics is studied 
using a purely quantum mechanical approach, based on a multidimensional shell model, 
with the shell radii being the dynamical variables. As a consequence of the weak anisotropy 
of the NO-Ne interaction, the model accounts for the main dynamical features of the rare 
gas solid while it implies a significant dimensionality reduction with respect to the real 
condensed phase system. The numerical propagation of the multidimensional wave packet 
allows the analysis of both the static deformation of the solid due to the impurity and the 
dynamical response after femtosecond excitation. The photo-induced dynamics of solvent 
atoms around the impurity centre is found to be a complex collective process, which 
involves many degrees of freedom. The proposed theoretical methodology allows to 
consider realistic time-dependent femtosecond pulses and the effect of the pulse duration on 
the geometrical rearrangement dynamics is clearly shown. The time-resolved absorption 
spectra were simulated, using the pulse parameters of previous pump-probe spectroscopic 
experiments, carried out with with femtosecond time-resolution. The computed transient 
signals qualitatively reproduce the experimental results, thereby enabling a clear analysis of 
the ultrafast mechanism of the energy transfer into the solid. The influence of explicitly 
including dynamical correlations in the theoretical treatment of the relaxation dynamics, 
within the Multi-Configurational Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) scheme, was 
addressed. This aspect is found to be important only for certain degrees of freedom. The 
consideration of multi-configurational wave functions does not appreciably modify the 
values of observables such as the average shell radii, with respect to those obtained 
employing the time-dependent Hartree ansatz. However, the inclusion of correlations 
reduces the degree of structuring of the calculated pump-probe signals and improve the 
agreement with experimental results. 
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RESUMÉ: 
 
Cette thèse présente des modélisations quantiques de la dynamique photoinduite de la 
molécule NO en matrice de néon. La perturbation locale, créée par l’excitation optique de 
NO, se propage d’une façon radiale, comme une onde de choc. La dynamique ultrarapide 
de relaxation est étudiée à l’aide d’un modèle de couches successives autour de la molécule 
NO. Grâce à la faible anisotropie de l’interaction NO-Ne, le modèle est capable de décrire 
les mouvements principaux des atomes voisins du solide, tout en réduisant la 
dimensionnalité. La propagation numérique du paquet d‘ondes multidimensionnel permet 
d’analyser des déformations statiques ainsi que la réponse dynamique après excitation 
femtoseconde. La méthodologie présentée permet en plus de considérer des paramètres 
réalistes de l’impulsion laser excitatrice, et les effets de leur durée est clairement mise en 
évidence. Des calculs de spectres d’absorption résolus en temps donnent un bon accord 
avec des mesures expérimentales, et permettent ainsi une analyse détaillée des mécanismes 
de transfert d’énergie vers le solide. Dans ce contexte, l’influence des corrélations 
quantiques a été étudiée, en utilisant la méthode MCTDH (multi configuration time 
dependent Hartree).  Entre certains degrés de liberté, elles jouent un rôle important, mais 
pour des observables comme l’énergie transférée ou les positions moyennes des atomes du 
solide, une approche de champ moyen dépendant du temps donne déjà des résultats précis. 
Par contre, les effets des corrélations sont bien visibles dans des observables mesurées, car 
ils mènent à des spectres d’absorption plus lisses, en meilleur accord avec les expériences. 
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